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SOIL
. BUNKERED! MOROCCO ABLAZE
. .
,
, WITH FANATICPGRANT BY SMALL . ,i.
State inspectors Are in West-
ern Kentucky.
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Interior Overrun With Rt
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Neale! Hatiz at theSif of 15.000 H.
Is Declared Sultan of lair
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GO TO LIVINGSTON Mt e TY.
titicago, Aug. 22.—"We shall
ail o out along these lines, it Ii
les all *tinter," tatid Preeldt•nt
will, of the r Mild Telegraph-
V t111011 tOlItly• "We are able to
IIPLA.1114044.
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.epaoitin:ihrt:riglislfrntliAh)onrtrile:Ti. an2g2ier—shT:dwaYtat
ghsto•rultOulls.°Nchee°re6
teem that the whole country
soon be ablaze with a holy war. w
wilt not be ehecked until after
awfulaacrifice of human Me, as
native fanatics have no fear at co
queutes when the fever of a
against tthe unbeLlevers has ta
possession of them.
The interior is in a fermente
rebels have proelaimed Mutat H
the brother of the sultan. as the '
sultan. This has amused the net
to a Cooditton of wild excitem
and they are crying for revenge
the "foreign dogs."
Reports have been received at 1
gee that Mutat Hafis is at the h
August F. Foerste, chief: Graham
Edgar and George F. Brockman,
members of the state geotogical our-
*nee are in westerly Kentucky. Mr.
Foerste passed through Paducah this
morning en route to Smithland.wherelie,
he will take sample', of LivIngitton
county soll. It is his first time up to
this end of the atate, and the remit,
or the inspectors' work will be great-
ly beneficial to farmers. McCracken
county will be•worked In a week by
311 three representatives, and head-
quarters will be maintained here
while surrounding counties are
worked.
"We have come into western Ken-
lucky to tel.% samplee of soil • aeat
. '
eel send said soil from every section
to Lexington for analysis:* said Chief.,,..‘..:*,,.,
Foerste at the train this mortring.
"Annually farmers spend three and a,
half million dollars for fertilisers an.i
the best result Is not ajways obtained,
 Lou' Instance, one farmer may -have
good eon for tobacco, while his neigh-
bor may have land adapted entirely
wa different product. Because his
eosefe t with one classneighbor L. sue
dof fertilizer, the owner of poorer land
buys the same, with a result that he
land yields no better crop than for-
timely. To get at the bottom of -the
trouble is what the state is trying to
do, and this Is why We are out."
(N Foerste carried a small tube
which he drives Into the ground to a
feet.depth of several t  The soil is
c arefully pregerved in the tube drill
and sent to the experiment station at
Lexington. It is analyzed, 
and the
result sent to the owner of the farm.
He is advised as to what kind of 
ter-
Diller he should use and for what
lprodurt his eed Is adapted,
"We have been in Graves county,
the three Of us." stated Chief Foerste,
"and in two days covered 240 m
iles.
This morning we start in different
counties. I took Livingston ecenta.
Mr. Edgar took Lyon county and, Mr.
Brockman Caldwell county. It will
require .about one week for us to
finish our territory, anaPthen we shall
meet here to combine and work 
Mc-
C:•acken county."
The only tools used by the i
nepect-
ors are several hammers of diff
erent
weights and the tube drilt. The drill
is too lone for the satchel 
in which
the hammers are carried, and 
is car-
reed In the hand.
4.1 out until December with our
emelt rennin-es, and elan incr.-me
sr aldtft4•0•1 at ULM thine et tight the
rnipanie. for au indefinite period:.
- -- -- - 
ae.. a
ANOTHER DISH. 
,
New York, Aug. 22.—Half a
dozen filen are lying at the 'whit
of
Strikers Enc..uraged.
New Yetis. Atte. 22.—The etriking
tegraphers were encouraged by a
rli founded report front Washing-
n that Commissioner of Labor Neill
III shortly lay before President
aosevelt all the information ho has
liected regarding the teleeraphis
:tuition
Tle, commissioner has ,been In
lava, aalay nod a aeon. of
ether.e ar.. in the hmipitala or
Nutter the care of phy_alciati. as
lio• resgit 44 a riot in which
teetto Men partielpated bite yes-
terday at the outing (if the Tarn-
many Jetter."14411 club at celitio•
Point, L. I. The riots sterted in
a quarrel. bel Ilil....•  • of Hle
pienif.k„s ae,„„1„
aal a maim.,
dish of he cream.
nintunicatiou with the heads- of the
legraph eontpaniee, and today In
ashingion he Met representatives
e strilierfteaiaartiraacialiarerva
at he should devote so much time
the subject unofficially and with-
t a definite purpose.
At his oflice tielay Mr . Neill was
ey compiling his telegraphic infer-
!earn; and there came no denial of
e report that he will shortly for-
tad a commueication to the strike
ideas and the companies.
1)11.%STIt'.•
Montgomery. %Ia., tug. 22.—
4" "-wfarrrlrrna ITTilair hiliblie.M.
day liovervior Coiner grants the
railroad companies until Octobef
1 iti (11111pl) %%MI the recently
ehse 
rate-la". if they do"
not comply by that time he de-
elm"' liP will call a *Pedal "4'1". ,
mien of the .legelature le urge
the ..ssactment of eVeil 1110TP
orehti,. Mee.
Wei John D. ID able to. loft the ball? .
of 15,000 or 20,000 followers e
poeed of flerce fanatics, who I
. _ _ .
In cmcago Record-Nereid,
L
reilB-116e-moat 
bitththirsty. tribes of the interior,• -Sehmetittien
r._
. I
State Officers Inspect Markets • 
SMOKES CIGARETTES'
a 
BUT MAY BE ALL RIGHT
will Prosecute Many Dealers
The Moorish army has appet
before Cana Bianca and another
tack is expected. The constant all
of Melting ix beginning to tell on
French troops of Casa Blanca, ,
for Violations
're
Interesting tittle signs were dis-
playa on amiy butebenchesdrink:ea m enc  
this morning with the message. 'Ties
sausage eontatee ereservalthe." All
were placed in conspicuous places.
and ate consequent upon the presence
of Dr. it M. Allen and Dr. J. W. Mc-
Fariand, of the state experimental
atatton. of Lexington. In the city.
But the use of "preeervaLlite" must
be discontinued. When asked about
the market Dr. Alen said: -You
have a clean market. and Dr. Ed
Farley is one of the best meat In.
specters in the whole country. Quota
me as saying that. He has (be work
in his heart and hereafter the state'stated
pure food inspectors are gluing to co-
operate with him more than ever."nlon
For several days they have been on a'
quiet inspection end two feed dealertHcustomers
in the c..y.t will be brought before the
grand jury on the charge of violating
the pure food law. This matter has'
been turned ever to County Attorney
Barkley and will be taken up by the
grand jury the first wek In Septerteatuberenkutte.
-
of the Statutes
her. Also the soda pop and a, e
manufacturers have been
placed under the glass, and the pure
food inspectors have made receme
meedations that will be olsevee
First the inspectors demand th7;:led
pure water be used and the three
manufacturers must have good car- I
bonation and it must be free f rom
been used 
lead. Imitation flavoring syrups have
a and the manufacturers
have all agreed to discontinue using
them. Tonight the retail grocers will
meet and Dr. Allen and Dr. hiclaar-
land will be present and Instruct
them on the state and national pure
food . laws.. Seine violations have
been reported and the grocers have
they are in the dark. In the
next five or six weks another inspec-
trip will be Made In ttes city
and all the dairies supplying milk te
In the city will be in-
'elected. In speaking of tuberculosis
Dr. Allen is of the opinion that at
the next meeting of the legislature a
law will be passed requiring dairy-
men to have their stock testee for
People Who Know Leech,
Say Detective Has the
Wrong Man.
Detective T. J. Moore. iecomean-
by"M. Coffin," suspected of be-
ing Henry Leech. ekes W. T. L
eek,
•
wanted here for fleecing Mr. Bud
Dale, proprietor of the N Rich-ew
moud House, out of $250, arrived
from San Antenio, Tex., today at
noon, and persons who talked with
Leech and know him, say that the
prisoner Is not the man.
At the city hall the prisoner ex-
hibited a sheet of typewritten paper
In which he agreed to return with
Detective Moore without a requise'
tion. He claims San Antonio as his
home. and declares that he is not the
right man.
"M. Coffin, is my name and I am
an engineer and a horse doctor." he
explained "The cause of my arrest
is enmity of crooks In San Antonio
A government 'operator' had me ar- 
rested to get the $25 reward. I did
not mindehe trip here much. but it
put me to a little inconvenience."
all sleep with one eye open, y
their arms beside them. Reinfo
meats have ben asked fo r by (
Drude.
A large force of the sultan's tat
bas utterly . routed a ' body of
tribesmen. killing and um
.ng many of them and burning t
villages.
While the no.
being said, a volt
"May Allah render our mai
Mutat Mohammed victorious "
A panic at once followed. M
is the brother of the an tan, and
pnubalicmpoorgoculeantwatlionle tohfeTae nieseva• s,11
on the throve, has always been a
nal for a revolution.
Those In the mosque who ba-.
the 'prayer for the success of el
which was uttered by a soldier
to the streets. A panic tone,
People hurried to their homes; at
were closed and the Jewish pop
non double-locked themselves
their houses.
The soldier who created the pi
will probably lose .his head. He
arrested by soldiers and beaten u
hie body was a mass of ivounde
blood. In this terrible condition
Was thrown into a cell of a filthy •
The 'troops finally suet ed In
storing order in the city.
The strike In New York appears to
ye developed into a vaiting eon-i 
..ti, a test of endurance. The tele 
aph eompanies have rounded up
°ugh men to make a showing, al
-
omit the service IS sadly crippl
d Messages are accepted only suit-
e to indefinite delay.
The eotneanfes are suffering enor-
tusly from loss of business, due to
e well-grounded lack of public con-
ence in the service, but they would
ther pocket this loss for a few
eke than give in to the union.
That the ranks of the strikers have
t been broken was proven today
ALLHUR.Niel'
weesewa 'we, Ana. tee—In a
gaeo e elinxplowilon this morningo
(kin-,Webater, h iawife an d
child, Noel 2 petrol, were burned
to death Iii their hone. near here.
elee Webster Heated the ere
and elten lb.. tank capleded gas-
elite. was thrown over her and
e-tie. elliiii. wehee tried to net 
cue them end his elethee caught
tire and he was 0%,.reorne. The
house. was (-imam-tied and their
iharred M a. afi eete found in the
debris,
Int the lips of Superintendent
-noire of the Western Union. He
ele it a point of telling how a sin-
union man had returned to work,
iring up his union card and threw-
C It on the floor of the office, The
the first onion man to go back,
d the strikers have already learned
i identity. On the other hand. tha
Bier, claimed eight strike-breakers
en the two offices today.
BROKERS RROKE.
New York, Aug. te2.—The WI-
ure (if Mills knee Ai company
Waii +Announced on stock ea-
change today. The firm was two
rib:* (ittiti. Thee 
failure 
t: flasid
`" -' -ie sequ" '4' ”ir "1"y
II Hennine I
of Jan"--• --- a" f)(14P..
her, It k undermined the camel
is a Sinai' line,
The strikers will bend their ef-
ea the next few days to proving
at an illegal combination exists be-
een the Western Union and the
,stal.
"We propose to show." said Mr.
tssell, "that the recent raise In
'*
el-MILLEN' SAFE.
New York, Aug. 02.—Di.-
patches from Berne, seltzer-
land, atatte that Franck tine-
Mille". rt"' Americas ti"ii"b4'
reported lost in the Alps. is safe.
PREACHERS' UNION
LATEST IN KANSAS :-_.=_-_--,---- - 
____
I e#
EXAMINATION OF HOSKINS IS 
INSANE
CITY TEACHERS THE POLICE 
THINK
'
The prisoner wears a Masonic ring
the same kind worn by Leech, and
claims to be an engineer and to have
lived in Oklohama City. He is a
Turki-h cigarette smoker.
THOUGHTFUL THIEF
SENDS EMPTY PUR
Coffeyville, Kan., Aug. 22.—As the
result bf a conference, the 
mInleters
of Coffeyville will announce 
a union
scare of prices fotelconducting 
tuner-
a s and will appoint a committee
 to
starte the movement towards ac-cur-
'nig a state law to fix the price,
I
egraph tariffs was unnecessary,
d that the companies are profiting
ormousiy. The 10 per cent. raise
salaries which they made in March
Lit only a drop in the bucket. The
inpapies do an average of el5.0,04l0
irth of business a year - on each
re between Chicago and New Yorka-
t they rent a leased wire to a pre
te-carkern for $20,000 and make
profit on it."'
SIBERIAN REVOLT.
South Petersburg, Aug. 22.—
latalitering a serioua outbreak tot
tiddlers. along the Manchuriao
hfirderSI lately and a nundwir of
twataties General Pantelof tiled
with the TZHe a specie! request.
declaring the Siberian troope
e"ThldefelY "It "I. hill" I." the
event of a general reotre v the
itienend decline.. the ...Adieus will
'
Began This Morning and Man Who Tried To Take
Twenty-Seven Applicants Charge of Police Court
Are in Attendance. Is in County Jail,
WHEAT PASSES DOLLAR
POINT IN CHICAGO
A thief stole Mrs. Fred Meet
less' pocketliook from her fait
residence on Cald.wee avenue ye,
day and later returned It. minus ,
EDWARD STEWART WAS
TO HAVE BEEN WED
3he is the daughter of Mr. W
_
-Activity characteristic of regular
school terms Was conspicuous at the
High school building this morning,
Examinations of teachers for certlfl-
cates to teach in the city Pu
blic
schools began ibis morning, and will
contieue through Friday. There are
27 applicants. White teachers are
_
His actions clearly demonstrating
that he had lost his mind, and is not
responsible for his actions, W. W.
Hoskins, the one legged Itinerate
printer, who claims to hail from Lex-
ington, Miss., was sent to the county
jail this morning to be tried for In-
gaiety. He has caused the city au-
Chicago, Aug. 22,—Wheat passed
the dollar mare art" a wild panic
in the pit. I7ner a tremendous rushct 
of buying orders the cereal's price
cot up by leaps and bounds. Just
fere noon it cr ed the dollar
mark. Almost on xt quota-
tion $1.01. This was or May deity-
cry. In other options there was a
Byrd, and arrived from Golconda
terday to visit her parents. La:
tier. pocketbook on a machine 1-
the telephone, she went into the
of the house. An expressman.
brought lier trunk, naed the i
phone. hater, after the purse
negated. a colored boy threw It
the aard and ran. It was empty.
eemdalla Discharges Men,
Indinnapolte, Ind., Aug. 22.—The
without doubt ki,. with the rev-s 
°Ititinhi.its"
Nothing has been received here Of. .
the recovery of the body of Edward
Stewart. who was drowned et Mem-
phis Tuesday. The family will 
be
notitied as soon as it is found,
. iearching part
ies have worked dile
gently since the drowning. A
 sad
feature of the young man's death Is
that he was engaged le Mite -Lillian
Dicke, of Tennessee ratreete in this
ire'and the -Marriage would bare
taken place this autumn.
atchela eallroati hart discharged fey-
I Members of the Order of Railway
legnediera for refuseng to beadle
mtnereeti messages -and has hiree
-
netnton men. The .gencral chair-
an of the older is here in confer-
ye with strike leaders,
Operator Ineene Prons-Overwork.
New York, Aug. 22.- Driven in-
na by exhaustion, due to overwore
d Ion: beurs a rv : • in a
PEASANTS IN ARMS.
Buda-Peet „Aug. 2•2. — A
IlloodY entamnter betneen Pena-
ants and Hungoriart soldiers, re-
smiting in scores of casualties.,
meurred at Beater. The ewe
Mere Invaded the town, owe
(WHIM the f ttttt set of pea...ante
) armed the Ives *ith
sic tas pitchfotkg . win,: end
being examined by Prof. George 0.
Mrs. John J. Doriaan
thorittes much trouble since his, ad,
Into the Is as wild and
corresponding boom.
PRK
aroom an dMil
The colored teachers are under Prof.
George Washington Jackson. Teach-
era are assembled in different parts
vent city, and
qnmanageble as when first arrested.
Hoseles kicked Patrolman Llge
Cross in the head while balzig earritad
.
ATTEND CONVENTION
OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS
FOR CALDWELL
DEEDS ARE ON Fl
of the building on the second floor,
'''qf -cottrre-,-- w*-esee•tet place teach-
to tEe north end:a the Illinois Cain-
tral passenger station. He had just S. R. Caldwc:1 and NI E. 
Mal
Iegraph operator in the main office
the Western Union building% at
15 Broadway, was taken to Bellevne
epital today.
Behnkln, who lives in BrOnklyn,
le working at his key when his
am n gave way. He had been acting
swoids and *Decked tile aol.
Merle camp at night, Twenty.
reet•n were killed and no wound-
ed. Several wAtlierm were hor-
• ribly - butchered on Recount 
fr
the crude weapons used by the
peastypts.
ere until the result of the examine-
eons is known," explained Superin-
tendent (etrnagey, "but we hope that
all win page,. . Several are aleeatly
elected to 
positions, and while we
have looked over the list and decided
i instances on assignments,a many
we eannot state definitely until all
examinations are over, where WP will
place teachers."
I in history tot civics in theHigh
school and departmental' w tat in the
seventh andeighth grades, it is pt-oh-
handed themopular policeman an up-
per Cut in the way of greeting. After
a day and night In the dungeon, he
was reprimanded by Police Judge -D,
A. Crofts and dismissed with orders
to leave town. Instead of leaving he
returned and announced that he had
come back to take charge of the city
courtroom. Cety Jailer Kyle's wed
Detective Will Baker had their hands
full Putting hint back In the dungeon,
where he -remained until transferred
to jail this morning. He is etiirvin-
Among thbse who will attend the
state Sunday school convention . at
Ataillsoaville- August :6 and 27, are
the Rev. W, E. Bourque:, pastor of
the German Evangelidel church, and
county. president; and Mrs. Hour-
gun, Mrs. F. W. Rash, of the coun-
iy; M , Legit. Smith, Mrs. J. E.
Miles and Mr. B. B. Adams, of the
Methodist eburch; Mr. George 0. Mc-
Herten, of the First Christian church,
Mr. Vaughan Dabney, of the Chris-
have transfereed to the city of le
an • e .. property between Trimble.
llama and Burnett streets, to be I
for park purposes. to be known
„Caldwell Park." and the impr
Ments to . be under the reCL101
the Woman's club. In he
for two years at a tim
it as a park, the probe
the original owners,
not use the property
purpose, or dispose of i
\a‘...inedi
BOYLE TAKES APPEAL
TO CIRCUIT COURT
,
since he came to work in
e morning, and fatally Sergeant
Iggits and le.;trolman Roberts werc
tied In. They found liehnlen nine
ring to himself and meting "Gee
p e ee you" every few momnts to
ose around him. He had a bottle
if tilled with water and asked for al
.ink before the policemen took him
a
it, 
, ,
He eerested fey n few nenementr,
it afterward became quiet aud at-
—
rompanted the pear-en-ten retteide
where he asked for more water.
Mrs. Bathnkln told tae hospital au
nineties that her husband had decid•
ee to stick by the cOmpany when the
break Win the telegraphers cant.
about a week ago,' althotoeh ' he be-. .
longed to the 'lobe nniona-
worked long hoot, Mrs Itahnktn
said, and elle atrettruted -ble Prrilent
condition partly to this fact.
ettorneys for Hugh Boyle this
morning filed in circuit court appeals
in three cases, wherein Boyle 
was
fined In the polka court for selling
liquor without a license. One SP-
peals the 1100' fine, imposed bi thle-
1 Judge B. Putyeur. and thq
Other two, fines assessed by Special
Judge .W. 'F, PrndishaW, Sr., amount-
lug to $2'0 each.
able that mete tPfiebeiS ,will be ent- lent. • 
. . .
,
tlan churele Mr. W, T. Harrloon, of Graltainville, Avg. 22.---ISPea
ployed, as theanttrteete -spites.) more
to men, .and an effort will he put .Mr. S. T. Ragsdale. of Bowling
forth to make the rotirsa pant Warty, Oreln. left today
 for Princeton after
interesting to boys. 
a Wallies trip in the city.
the taeviaiith'distrfet: efitte Rosa Kolb
Mem Olga List. Mims Catherine Rock
and Mr. Will Rock, of the German
Itvangelleal church.
--Mr. Chariek 'iNtlitertcel, erlet
eritle,ally ill Of typhoid fever, is
ing easy today, but his mousse
for him not to recover.
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MALARIA'r "ffi' DEMONSTRATION
UNDERMINES THE HEALTH— 4
LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR DISEASE
Malaria comes from the absorption into the blood of germs and microbes
which destroy the rich, nutridee qualities of the circulation and reduce it to
a weak, watery, disease-spreading stream. 'The healthy color of the skin is
given to it by the millions of little red corpuscles which are in the blood.
These are the carriers of nourishment and health to an-parts of the body;
in other words the very life and vitalizing essence of the circulation. The
destruction of these corpuscles by the material .poison tithes the color
from the cheek, awl in the first stages of Malaria we have pale, sallow faces,
poor appetite, a bilious condition is set op, and we feel "offt of sorts'
generally. But Malaria means more than this; it is a Systemic blued poison,
which undermines thelp-alth and gives rise to .innumerable and sentetimes
iserious disorders and diseases if the poison' is allowed to remain in the blood.
As the blood becomes more and more-polluted with the malarial poison, thedigestion becomes deranged, chills and fever are frequent, .skin diseases,
boils and carbuncles, and sores and ulcers break out on the flesh, and after
awhile the foundation is laid for other diseases which either prove fatal or
permanently undermine ane wreck the health. Malaria can only be worked
out of the System through the blood. *Purging the liver and bowels with
strong, nauseating cathartics can never remove the trouble because they do
not reach the blood where the germs are constantly multiplying. The only
hope for a cure is a remedy that can destroy the germs and microbes, and
neutralize the bad effects of the poison, and S. S. S. is the medicine toaccomplish this, because it is a perfect blood purifier and a general systemic
remedy of unequalled value. S. S. S.
searches out and removes every trace
of the malarial meeon and puts the
blood in such rich, healthy condition
that sallow. anae.inic complexions take• • on the ruddy glow of Irealth, the liver
and digestion are righted, the appe-
tite - improved, the "system vifilized
and strengthened. and every symptom of Malaria passes away. Malarial
persons will find S. S. S. not only a prompt remedy but a gentle, pleasant act-
ing one, as well as a certain cute for this disease. Besides removing the
cause of Malaria S. S. S. builds up every part of the system by its fine tonic
effects. Persons living in a malarial section should, at this season, fortify
their systems against this insidious disease by purifying their blood with&
nourseof S. S. S. Book on the bloed and any tnolical advice desired sent
free of charge. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
General Greeley Says Low Standard
Recruits, Poor Pay and No Canteen
Washingtos, I). C., Aug. 22.—Maj.
Oen. A. W. Greyly, commanding the
northern division of • the army, de-
clares In his. annual report that the
main relation for desertion. according
to the ureversal opinion of commis-
sioned and noncommissioned °MCC rs,
was inadequate pay, the lack of the
canteen, and resultant trouble it:
dives surrounding the artie peso.
and 'The tow swot:ad :and general
worthleseness of recruits." The
moral deterioration of the recruits 's
characterized as a corollary of the
small pay given the men.
Gen. Greely urges an increase of
pay for the men, a ave-year term ot
eslistment, a material increese in the
strength of the infantry, and remora
tion of the canteen privileges to the
extent of seeing beer, or if the can-
teen is not restored, that there shah
be legislation similariy restricting
the use of liquor by all federal °M-
elees and emit:oyes.
He says ft is beyond reasonable
doubt that the establiehnient of the
canteen decreases drunkenness, and
that Its elimination bas largely in
creased liquor drinking asd diselpa
Mon among enlisted men.
Gen. Gamily also urges the necee.
Pity of materially Increasing the pay
of officers, titee • entemp: . •
•
that the army shall be officered from
an aristocraey of wealth, for, he ems,
an officer's position is fast becoming
Impossible for a man without private
Income.
Gen. Greely toels that the, army
ration, while emeelent in quality, and
donbtiess of stiffiteent nutritive ,
:n gitantite and variety does not sat-
isfy the American soldier. '‘Vhen not
sempleometed, tbecragh sittpplies trent
gardens, post exehange stores, etc., it
furnishes only a meager monotonous
det. He. says that various edibles
!found o nevery American table, even
of the poorest people, are entirely
Mt king in the army ration, although
they &poser on the naval list.
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma-
laria and builds up the Mee-elle rer
grown people and children, 50e: 5
Only Mild Soft Drinks.
Phil Melton and wife, of Meehan-
!iceberg, were dismissed by Justice C
W. Emery on the charge of selling
.iuttixicasits without a license. No
witness testified that anything
!stronger than soft drinks was sold.
All the treasure houses of truth
n to tS ety.
fiarden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All Hose Retlairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot   20c
ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber
1:32 S. Foutth St.
125 Kentucky Avenue.
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the beat and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNESgElS,LEPHONE CO.
INSURANCE AOEN TS
ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability.
Atiteitnobile,
Steam Boller,
floods,
Plate GUMS,
Cargur -
Hull,
Elejator.a
Office Phones ?ild 3M9 Residence Phones
0111111111111111111., '11M111111111111s 
.251
Old 726
New 726
Paducnh, Ky.
•
BLOOD POISON FOR PRESIDENT
Will Be Grandest Affair in the
History of River.
Cities Will Be Represented By Steam-
boats—Mans for St. Louie Big
Recept km.
ITINElLtRI OF ROOSEVELT.
St. Louis. Aug. 22.—The river
demonstration at 54. Louis in con-
nection with President Roosevelt's
vistt October 2, is being organized on
a big scale by the Business Men's.
League, which has placed L. C. Ire
vine in charge of this end of the ar-
rangements for the waterways cele-
bration. Mr. Irvine announced yes-
terday that he felt certain of having
no less than 100 cities along the
Mississippi, Illinois, Mimi...not and
Ohio rivers represented. in the river
parade. Many of these delegations
will come to St. Louis le steamboats.
The assembling of the steamboat
fleet of this size at St. Louis will
have all the elements of a decided
noielty for St. Lunisaus of the pres-
ent generation. Nothing like so large
a river fleet has been seen at St.
Louis for thirty years. As a specta-
cle the river parade will be unique,
amid the remits In advertising and
booming the deep waterway move-
ment will be see etive. The boats
will be massed in the St. Louis hat-
bor to receive and salute the presi-
dent when he erre ex on the steamer
Mississippi from Keokuk, Is.
e Cities to Be Represented.
,,Mr. Irvine is in touch with the
commercial clubs of all the principal
towns along the river as well as some
of the ireand cities, and is receiving
em ouragiug replies from all points.
itch lamere.# Raft is
shown in the river demonstration and
the Memphis convention, and the dif-
ferent cities eiretibit a willingness to.
takseadvantage of the opportunity to
advertise themselves and boost river
iminceements. Among the jarger
cities ehieh will !we chartered boats
are Evansville, Louisvilee, Cairo.
Cape Girardeau, Altos, Keokuk, Kan-
sas City, Quincy and Peoria. Some
of the towns will have an entire boat.
Others- will secure reservation e on a
boat chartered for the use of two or
three towns, whk Ii will club to-
gether.
To (earry Immense Banners.
A plan of decorating the boats has
been adopted. Each steamer will
carry- an Immense banner with the
words -"Fourteen feet through the
valley." Banners with the names of
the -different cities will also be dis-
pined with a decorative scheme of
flags an bunting. Most of the del-
egations will bring bands along and
make preparateab for a big celebra-
,n.
Detailed River Itinerary.
The detailed itinerary of de pres-
s nt is as follows: Leave St. Paul,
enn., 9 a. m., Friday, September 27;
sve Prescott, Minn., 12 noon, Fri-
September 27; leave Red Wing,
m-, Friday, September 27; leave
ilaasha, Minn:: 5 p. m., Friday,
etember 27; arrive Winona, Minn.,
P. m., Friday, September 27eleave
'• inona, Minn., 7 a. m., Satueday,
Member 28; leave Lacrosse, Wis.,
so a. m., Saturday, September 28;
ive McGregor, Wis., 4 0.7 m., Sat-
' urdey, September 28; arrive caw
vine. Wis.. 7 p. m., Saturday, Sep-
Newest Novelties In
Leather
Goods
We are showing Some very
striking ideas in Ladies'
Novelty Leather Goods—
purses, pocket-books, wrist
bags, card cases, coin purses.
in seal, alligator and all the
other now fashionable leath-
tember 2tiCe lesve Cassviile, Wis., 7
a. teuneey, 'September 29; Imo
Dubuque, .fa., 10 a. tn., Sunday, fete
certifier 2.9; arrive Hock island, I;
P. 1u., Sunday, eeptember 29; lea%
izock Island. Ill , 7 a. in , Montha
eeptember jeave Burlingtffn, la
3 p. in., Monday, September 30; ar-
rive Keokuk, Is.. a p. in., Monday,
September 30, leave Keokuk, Ia., 11
a. in., Tuesdai, October 1. The itin-
erary for the commission front this
point south tseeMemphis, Tenn.. will
be ideutical erith thee fits President
Itooseveli, already announced. The
members of the commission may take
a the Qreat Lakes. prior
to the river trip, but. in any event
they will &attend/le on the eveniag of
September 26 in St. Paul for an
early start' the next morning- 8
BASEBALL NEWS I
National League.
R H E
7 9 2Boston
Pittsburg  4 4 0
Batteries—Pfeiffer and Brown;
Willis and Gibson.
RHE
New York 12 16 I
Chicago  4 12
Batteries—Taylor and Kiln.
Amos and Bresnahan.
American league 
R H
New York  
3 9 I
4 e
St. Louis 
Batteries — Howell, Pelty and
Stevens; Chesbro and Kieluow.
H
Cleveland  G 13
Washington  4 7
Batteries— Liebbardt and Bergen;
Clarke, Ghering and Block.
Second game
Cleveland 
Washington 
Batteries— Theirman
•
Smith and Shannon.
R H E
2 5 0
1 17 1
and Clarke.
RHI
Detroit  4 13 1
Boston  5 13 0
Batteries — Killian and Schmidt:
Pruitt and Criger.
icago  1 4 1
Pt iladel ph la ....... 9 1
Batteries — Smith and Sullivan':
Bender and Powers.
HID
Daddyellobby. woulen't you like to
see your little Mater the stork breught
last night?
Bolaty-Fdamoner see the stork, dad-
dy.-Tatier.
DENTIST DINIAKeATED
HIS SPINAL COLUMN.
Man Dim: in Chicago Hospital After
Having Tooth Extracted.
Chicago; Aug. 22.—George Davis,
38 years of age, died in the county
hospital today of what was diagnosed
by the physicians es a broken neck.
Davis came to the hospital one week
ago complaining of a pain in his
neck. His right arm was Pera:fgel.
and the day folloWleig his arrival he
was attacked with severe pains in the
spinal column. He told . the physi-
cians that he had gone to a dentist
to have a tooth extracted,
The tooth 'was diMenit to extract
and Davis salA that the dentist bad
jerked him severely. It -Is believed
by the.physicians that the dentist dis-
located a portion of the spinal col-
umn in the/neck by his jerks,
FAST WeIRK ON PANAMA CA N Ain
Ipt,000.1100 More Than eum Appro..
prised for 1904 Can Be Fwd.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 22.—Re-
Parts from Colonel -Goethals, time en-
gineer in charge of the Panama ca-
nal work, show that 'construction
ers. It's  a display well worth woTk on the big ditch has progressed
so rapidly that, 18,000,000 more thanseeing and the prices will'the mipropriation for the fiscal years
prove particularly interesting, 1908 can be used to advantage in
_ pushing the work on Gatien and the
other docks and dams.10c to $7
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77,
•Agent for original Allegretti
Candies
Gold and Silver.
Campton, Ky., Aug. 22.--William
SPeneerIt Raottst nfinfeter living on
, .a farm two miles rest of town, un-
earthed a three-foot vein of ore con
taming a large per ...put of gold, wee
traces of Oliver. This is the third
find of the kind in Wolfe county le
the past two months .
-
The 'Evening Sun-10c. a week.
In countr es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunken-
ness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed--the beer richest in actual food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the per-
centage of alcohol to less than 3 1=3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.
•
Paducah Brewery Co.
1Johnson RAILROAD NOTES . pu6lican,ehaemeutiteo t hen
F. Schlinkere. of Chicago, one of
the oldest men in the employ of the
Illinois Central, is in Paducah today
Inspecting scales. He is scale in-
spector for the entire system. Mr.
Schlinkert is 56 years old, and has
been with the road since he was 19
mars ,old. For 27 years he has been
in charge of scales. At Padueah Mr,
Schlinkert found the station baggage
room scales perfect. He also found
car scale:el:I the south and shop
yards correct.
The I.. & N. machinists' strike .
Louisville Is bringing 'many Lou
Mlle boys to -Paducah, and as man.,
as can procure eork Kt coming here.
Following are a few of those already
here: Jack OConuer, Bob and Id
Blanks, Hugh ()Conner, George
Schoen, Dtck McLaughlin and Chris
Burns. Walter Blanks, Edward Kel
Icy and 'c. Zimmerman will arrive
Sunday. Cons/ante- "trans.-le e
quit the local shops and go soue, a: ..
there Is nearlekalways a chanee to
get employment in the shops.
The Illinois Central Hospital asso-
ciation not desiring to have a Mx
foot pavement running In front of '• •
building on Broadway. decided t.
make it full widfh at Ithe last meet-
ing, and this work began.
Ben Mills, colored, 'porter at the
Illinois Central yardmaster's office.
let an ice chest fall on his right band
yestereay and .crushed his fingers.
Mr. F. Schafer, of New ()Means,
has accepted a rkmition as machinist
in the Illinois Central shops.
Mr. Charles, P. Martin, the Illinois
Central freight conductor, went te
Princeton this morning on bustle
Mr. Sam Csaig, the Illinois Cen-
tral car repairer, went to the Lu-
zerne mines this morning to erepait
ears.
Machinist J. M. Callahan has re-
turned front Princeton: where he had
been (Icing special work for the
nolo Central for fOur days. -
Mrs. J. k. Burkhane wife of the
well known Illinois Central conduc-
tor, left today for Cincinnati and
Claresbetrg. W. Va., to Malt.
Charles Block, the Illinois Central
blacksmith, has a soft wheel eggs laid
by one of his prize hens yesterday.
It is balloon shaped. The curiosity
excited much inteeest at the shops
this morning.
A Parliamentary Retort.
Representative Champ Clark, of
urle-Teadel—Mory about ioirmer
Representative ,Henry I". Joeineon, of
Indiana, in one of his Chautauqua
 inlet"!
'FLOWERS
Pea beautifying your yards and
estimates tin flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schnoms Bros, for the largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
• Free delivery to any
part of the cif'''.
SCHMAUS BROS:
Both 1Pilhoirtora 192.:
Phone 408.
-
tun a receetly. Although Mr.
grassif 
mt:so rai as n nweree
very good friends, and Clark's ad-
miration of the Indianian continues
to this day. In his lecture he spoke
of Johnson's skill in debate; and told
the story ini connection with that
characateristic of his friend.
"Mr. Johnson," he said, "was en-
gaged In a debate with aft Illinois
congressman, and called him an ass.
This was unparliamentary, of Course.
and had to be withdrawn. Plesseuant
to the order of the 'speaker Mr. John-
son said:
" '1 withdraw the laniruage I used,
Mr. •iker, bi it the gen-
fireman from Illinois is nut. of order '
"'How am I out of order?" 'de-
mended. the Illinois man, with con-
seierable heat.
" 'Probably a veterinary surgeon
can tell' you,' retorted Johnson. This
was parliamentary, and went into the
Record."—Washington Herald.*
Ephraim Jackson--I heard% de pah-
son say dls tnawnin' eat de deb!' was
dead.
Pete Joh nson-- Wa I dat serni
he preached la-c' Sunday was enough
to kill am body.--•Sy raeuse Herald.
The surest way to impoverish tie -
heart Is to set it on riches. -
 \eINIMMIN111111111=1111•11111111
Prize Waltz
At Wallace Park
A prize will be awarded to the best lady
dancer attending the dance at Wallace Park Pa-
villion Monday night, Aukult 26th.
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for The new current should be
at our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1. A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in to be rewound
after that date.
•
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
neorpo re fed.
•
5•4
T. ANOINT VIA
latit Junta
e4kl2e Aitt, ePaAradeft .
43 capyrsekte leer
by le r-0 m 6,—
nets. hontelovelt:-
ou't luvnitu)te ntal,ehes 'tight out
ol Net sto)te into the homes oi the
imop(e oj this eity Seeause weAave
always made the i.Ptiees 31,yh(.
wake a pzoiit on the iultnituu we
Jae) Sat we only wake a, iaPt
pt. we don't getieve in asking
high tottees) Jut Selieve n ttaking
Ilkiees and doing a Sig
nrittA,e gu.iinaSS. '
you need some things joli, the
house) don't you'.' eonte (m4 let us
show you what we have got pi. you.
IMMIGRATION FEDERAL COURT
EXCEVDS THE PREVIOUS RIX-. PROCEne WILL BE ENFORCED RV
OHM OF GOVERNMENT. DEPARTMENT OF elnl-STICE.
Better Clue:. Thim Formerly end Attorney General Bonaparte Aesnrce
teener Are Re.lected—MonT District 
Atterney of This
Corm. From Kesel*. Fact.
Washington, Aug. 32.—Although
Immigration into the United States
during each of the three years past
hes amounted to more than 1,01•111,-
(100 each year, the new _fiaCal year,
yak* began on July 1, promises t
exceed even the 1.200,0% record of
the past year
e
.
Reports made to the immigration
bureau show that during July 97.132
immigrants were admitted into this
country. This was an increase of 1a
per cent. over July, 1906, when the
total number Admitted -was 84,40e,
and an fnerease of 28 per cent. over
Joly, 1995, when the number admit-
ted was e6ep90.
While there was a large increase
in tge number' admitted, egents re-
port that the character of immigrants
was of a higher' standard.
The. immigration from Russia to
this country during July. 19107, was
211,a71, as compared with 24,997 in
the bailee month in leele, rend 14,-400
In 1905. •Thc total Immigration for
all countries during the gilt months
ended July Si. 1947, 'was 786,667.
During the same period lu 1906 the
total was 707.568, and In letle it
was, 64e,183. During the six menthe
ended July 31 last 114,531 Russinne
were admitted. The six months end-
ed July 31 last show au_lnerease of
4-5- per cent. in Russian finning-ration
over the six months which endet
July 31. 1905, btit a decrease of 4
per cent. compared o with the siX
Months which ended July 31, 1906.
Frost.
"Did you say you took In the Jame
:Oven sorpostittetnne- e
"No. I said I wax taken in at it.
--Clevelend Leader.
• •
Howell--Taking off your mouv-
tache makes you nee yeerlie younger.
Powen-- I don't Nee how that. can
be. The nionetareie Was only three
"Senn,. n14.•--TOwit Topic*.
Only thole who e"e not efrell of
Washington, Aug. 22.—Attorney
General Bonaparte has sent the fol-
lowing telegram to Umited States
District Attorney Parsons at Mont-
gomery. Ala., giving itheructions in
tonnection with, the Louisville ak
Nashville. railroad rate Case: -
"You are authorized to make pub-
lic the following statement from this
deparnmenf: it is the duty of the
department of justice to see that the
process from all federal courts Is
duly served. This duly, exists_with-
out any regard to the nature of the
litigationeln which such process may
issue, or the parties to the cause."
This department has already an-
nounced publfely on more than one
occasion thet et would see the process
of federal court requiring exaotive
enforcement, duly enforced without
regard to coat or consequences.
Every federal court will be sus-
tained in the execution of Its process
so far es executive enforcement may
he needed and respect will ,tie exact-
e to all orders requiring such execu-
tive enforcement. pegged- be the fed-
eral court In the exercise of the jurls-
dikion which It has 'regularly as-
sumed.
As if
Lost Interest.
animated by a comfit:1n int-
Pulse, the crowd watching the ama-
teur baseball game began to molt.
away.
"What's the matter?" asked the
man who had just arrived. "Is the
game over?" -
"No," said one of the ,others. "A
batter sent, a ball just now through
a plate glee* window In that apart-
tweet trmete enverenatter glue of ftier
street, tend one of the fellows is start-
Mg around with a hat to' take tie a
collection 'to pay for the damage."
The average elevation of North
America is 1,314 feet, and of Ontith
America 1-400 feet.
Only these who.ege not afraid of
being poor really become rich,
rirE PADTTAIT MrENING SUN.
Fort 1)odg43, la., Aug. :'.—As use I 1,906 pounds of fetmentable matter.
time approaehes for the removal of
the tax on alcohol, the ptoblem which
confronts those moist interested in it
is what is heat to make it from with
a view to gettiug the largest returns.
Another phase of the queetion which
Is not Ming overhooked is' who will
eenefitemost by its removal.'
Nit exemluation of the machinery
e:.:1 in the passage of the bill brings
to light the fact that the farmer it's
entitled to the -greater part of credit
if not a large part of the glory.
singly and through his granges ne
practically dictated the vote which is
in time to bring him such great bone- table, without regard to its yield per
Its. acre. Were we raising potatoes for
NeXt comes the manufacturer, who the purpose of making alcohol, w.
aces in cheaper alcohol lowee costs on
his fieished products and a cense-.,
quent greater prolit to himself. It
Is not expected that the buying pub-
lic will realize any great saving in
the retail prices of the hundred and
one things Into ehich it enters, for
the manufacturer eipects to secure a
little extra profit. It would there-
fore seetn that the knee thing which
enters luto the change %Inch takes
place the first of next month is. Who
Is to reap the benefit of the new law?
It appears to be.a matter of com-
mon knowledge among those who
euow that the Standard Oil compatiy
has control of the wood alcohol
plants of the country. As this item
of cotumerce is the principal agent
employed in the denaturizing pro-
cess called for by the new law, it le
apparent to any oue webbing to de-
naturize a gallon of alcohol that he
first must settle with_thent fur his
eenaturizing agent.
Next conies the *May trust, Which
has numinous Wee p:ants scattered
over the eountry capable of making
a large-tomtit,- of aterettOtn-ated IT a
suffice:At tin tuber is not now in work-
ing order an adrift-louse number can
be acquired readily.
Alcohol front molasses already is
an established ',method of manufac-
turing. But the sugar refineries of
the country are under the manage-
ment of the sugar trust and some of
its directors are members of the
whisky, trust.
Thus three of the greatest combe
adonis of capital are ready to fur-
ii lab alcohol at a price, and hundred
of manufacturers ready to porcithee
I. to lessen their cost of manttfacture,
hut what has the -farmer done to
make sure of the earnings of this
new IndustrY--? :se
Relief 1i Pototoes.
The foregoing are some of the dif-
ferent phases or the question which
have presented thocinselves for consid-
eration to those who have gives any
study to this new industry which is
14S1.11red to do so mirth for the Amer-
ican people. The real point for the
people 'of the west to consider is, how
are the western farmers to reel) beer.
tit from it? Tbe answer is --potatoes.
In early days corn was raised pare-
as an item of food. In the pioneer
days of New England it was used in"
church decorations on occasions of
celebration. Roger Williams found
the Indians making a pottage which
they called "samp" from corn. But
science has developed corn until at
the present time there are over thirty
different -Imes to which it is put. It
Is not only raised for food but the re-
duction of a corn crop in the six corn
growing states of the union will vi-
brate a wave of price fluctuations
that will reach all of the civilized na-
tions of the world.
Three billion bushels of corn was
raised hog year and the money was
paid to six states for it. Practically
every one' of the important corn pro-
ducts plants of the country today
were developed after corn had beet
abandoned as a principal food pro-
duct.
An acre of potatoes wet prodnee
over twice as trineh alcohol as an acre
of corn. Experiment?: show that an
acre ,of ground which will prodnce
fifty bugheis of corn will furnish
THE POWER OF YORAM.
Many Map See Rot It Takes Genius
" To Realize.
When James Watt saw the steam
eaueing the kettle lid to jump up and
4towu he said: "There must b'e we-
er in that. steam that it can lift such
a weight,"
There was.
Millions prior to him had seen the
same phenomenon and regarded it at
an unexpenned mystery,
Recent scentelle research put itr
tiaker on the "cause" of Dandruff,
Falling Hair, and consequent Bald-
ness-exult -bag unearthed- a tiny germ
which eats the life from the route 01
human hair.
Newbro's Herpicide destroys thit
germ and consequeatLy restores ter
hair to its latural state.
Sold by "Ceding dimgaists, Tw
sizree, Lfle and 11,00. Send 10e ir
new- tereesteriate to The Herplekle
Co., Detroit, Mich, W. B. McPherson-
litpecial Agent.
45 per cent of which will be obtainedi
as absolute alcohol, 882 pounds or
130 gallons.
Au acre of ground which will pro-
duce 311•1 bushels of potatoes will fur-
nish 8,600 pounds of fermentable
matter. This will produce 1,620
pounds of absoute alcohol, or about
255 gallons.
But there is another consideration
with regard to the potato as a source
of alcohol. We raise potatoes for
human food and for scarcely any
other purpose. We plant the trotato
welch has the attest flavor for the
woull du dlffereut. The variele
which would yield the meet abundant
per "t-re would be planted. Where
potatoes are tired as a cattle food as
they are in Get many. varieties of the
latter kind are resorted to and there
seems to be 110 obstacle to producing
double the amount of alcohol as from
the present yield. So that it would
be within the bounds of reason to
that it is possible to secure 5041 gal.
Ions of alcohol front an acre of po-
tatoes.
Potatoes, moreover, art' a commer-
vial crop only when within a certain
distanee front market. At the aver-
age Klee at whieb the potatoes sell
iii the middle states it can be hauled
ouy a comparatively abort diutaace,
but wben reviewing it as a source of
light, hest, and power, factories
would be encouraged to country
neighborhood:, and the tubers grown
tor its largest possible yield of alco-
hol.
Pretty good testimony for potettoce
Pototo .Handicap.
how.utany do we ralau7 Three
hundred million bushels last year.
Not enough to go around sonic years
and we have to buy a few in Europe.
Ten bushels of corn raised for each
bushel of potatoes. What is the rea-
son? It would appear that tbe gen-
eral verdict is that they are an easier
prop to rake than cora. The princi-
pal reason is this: Owing to the great
bulk and perishable stature of the
'!-op it cannot be transported as ad-
vantageously. In 'nears of bountiful
clii Ott returns to farmers are of tea
unsatisfactory. This 18 the whole sit-
wiliest in a nutshell--no home mar-
ket.
The western fernier can harvest hi*
corn fit the fall and draw it to the
eo-operative elevator or keep it at
home and wait until the price gets
him interested in selling it. But the
man with the potato crop must hustle
It. to market and sometimes gets back
a bill groin the eommissioa man for
his trouble, market glutted, etc., etc.,
And all because there la not now any
other use for them but to boil, bake,
or_ fry.
- It doesn't sound good at all. They
do things different over ha Germany,
where they made 90,0006.900 gallons
of alcohol last year from potatoes.
This Is what Congressman E. J
Hill says after a visit and an int esti-
gation:
"Is Germany alcohol is made al-
most wholly from potatoes. The
highest yield per acre was 360
bushels and from that down to 124:
probably,a fair yield would be around
200 to 325. The potatoes are grown
by the farmers and manufactured into
alcohol In individual farm distilleries
and It co-operative- distilleries as
well. The aggregate protect of the
(arse distineries was about 50 time*
AS ruurk as that It the industrial dis-
tilleries In Germany. At the begin-
ning of eaeh yew the syediehte man-
agers Is the price which they will
pay the producers for their produce.
This Is based, of emerge, upon the con.
dItIon of the crop. The price this
rear has been Axed at ne per cent
lees 1.han it was last, ind4cating a
much larger crop. The product Is
ethen and paid for by the syndicate
is R. Is made by the various farmers,
On all of this alcohol, which is made
denatered or rendered undrinkable,
the government allows a special re-
turn of tax previously paid, amount-
ing to about"211/4 'cents a gallon. Out
-4 this amount the expenses of the
syndicate, nit allowanteeter their in-.
teatment with wnfair profit on their
business. ate/ commissions for the
wholesale and retail dealers are all
eald, and whatever is left at the end
of the season Is returned pro rata to
'he farmer of original producer. I
was told that as a general rule an
tdditipnal return was made at the
Aid of the year to the producer, but
that occasionally - the payment was
he other way, the price et which the
'redact Was sold net being sufficient
o reimburse the managers of the
tyndicate for the amounts already ern
vanced at the beginning of the sea-
son.
Ferment Need a Market,
:The extent of the industry is "I onee nveg on wesese tcp
hown by the fart that Inst year there eiglit ninnthe'•
were more this 91,11042:000 bin:bele "You,dnite took-It. Hew did -yea
t
ot potatoes consumed in the Menu- Manage it?"
facture of alcohol, Over 8,000,00041 "I was a sellor."--Chips.
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
acres of farms In Germany were
planted to potatoes and nearly LON
distilleries: Were in operation.
"I have not the slightest doubt that
alcohol can be made cheaper from
corn in the United *Ales, and that
the same thing Is true Is the north-
et n states from sweet potatoes. Cer-
tainly a traveler neeits but a short
stay In France or Germany to come
te the conclusion that the cultivation
of potatoes is as industry which can
be greatly improved there were' emu-
pared with the quality of our Ameri-
can product.
"I found that the practice was
quite COallii011 Of sorting the potatoes,
the beet being reserved for holes°
food, the nest grade for (*.dens ani-
mals, and the refuse or ',grocer grades
for manufacturing alcohol. The eat
grade wig settling at retail for 75
cents a bushel. Tee average cost of
all potatoes grown in 1904-05 was
27.6 (est a bothel, and I am @mite
confident that this was far more thee
they were worth, mutiny being taken
Into conelderattou."
It would Ulna appear that It is ug
ti the farmer to provide a means of
marketing his product which would
not be under the control of a large
corporation. It *mild seem the bet-
ter part of wisdom to utilize the co-
operative syetem of neighborhood dis-
tilleries and avoid some one concert)
dictating the price to coasurner for
both the tinietnel and raw product
If co-operative elevators pay, why
nrit cb-operative distilleries, and thus
keep the industry in the hands of
those who created It?
If German farmers with their
methods of farming make It pay.
what could the ,western farmer do
with his methods and machinery?
Consider the history ot the -sugar beet
industry. Pioneers In this built lac-
tories and contracted witleedre local
farmers to raise the beets. He raised.
them an the beet sugar industry in net
longer In the experimental_ stage. It
takes ten times as touch labor to
raise an acre et beets as It does au
acre of potatoes. Co-operatIvo dish
I. ties and the manufacture of alchihoi
from potatoes means a sew told of
great revenue for the western ?armor
who Is in the best position to clgrivs
the greatest profit from 41). effect of
the new law
Where the Laugh Ia.
Did Yea ever notice where gegreeu
looking country boy conies to there
with his trousers a couple Of inelerq
sad probably wearing "gov-
ernment gocks." that the enty chaps
as they term themselves, always fine
some way to make fun at him and
make remarks about hint? On the
other hand, the city chap , eel te
around with his trousers turned le
aboot three or four [melee, emeriti,
a pair of hose that look like a Sieve
and a hotion his head that Is pinned
up id front until be Looks like -a
brunette buster. Still there is no
laugh coming froen that side of the
questionefrom the fact that he live*
In town.—Centrilla flie Courier
t'LOTfl .ANlft ST4)Nbe
A 'Wool tittiliL Is Electrical Forster,—
From Old Rope.
Cloth of gold the fairy books de-
scribe; teeth of Iron is a real pro-
duct of the mills. Iron cloth Is used
largely today by tailors _Tor making
the collars of coats set fashionably
It is manufactured from steel wool
by a new process and has the ap-
pearance of having been woven from
horsehair. •
Wool which never saw the back of
a sheep is being largely utilized on
the continent for making men's suits.
It is known by the name of lime-
stone wool and is made in an dieetric
furnace
) 
Powdered limestone mixed
with acertain chemical Is thrown
Imo the fureace and after palming
under a fetrious blast of air Is tossed
out as fluffy, white wool. After cop-
ilot from the furnace the wool is dyed
and finally made into lengths of
cloth.. A pair of trousers or a coat
made from 41a-is material can be
burped or damaged by grease and is
as flexible as cloth made from the
sheep's wool.
Some time ago an English clothing
manufacturer sweeeeded in making a
fabric from old ropes:. Ile obtained
a quantity of old rape and cordage
and unraveled them by a secret pro-
OPP* into a kind of rouge cloth. A
suit of clothes made from it and worn
by the menufecturer himself peeved
PAUll 11111/1111..
strong in the eseresne end kept its
color well. It Is said that • number
of goods sold by some of the best
London tailors at low prices are made
of old ropes.----Chicago Tribune.
BROTHERS DIttlf• HATfr;.
eihrees: fluorite Men ine ranged fly
Love for One Woman.
East Brookfield. Masf. Aug 22-
The people here are amazed by the
statetneat that Jarvis and John
Woods, brothers, after an estrange!
meat lasting 44) years, have become
reconciled.
The brothers, it appears, wooed
the ?tame girt and, because Jarvis
won her, John would not forgtve
him. The two have had their holies
less than 100 feet apart.
Recently when John was taken ill
his ulster-in-law began nursing him.
Site succeeded in reconceing the
brothers,
Misordired Not Improving.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 2I.—
Richard Mansfield has decided to pro-
long his stay at Ampersand.
All Inquiries as to the actor's con-
dition are auwwered by Mr Maps-
field's brother, Felix. with the stale-
ment that there is no change.
The Poor Clergy Relief corpora-
tion of England in the last year has
made grants to eee persons, aggre-
gating over $58.09"
WANTED
NT.
Young lien and Women for potations of trust,
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid ter—
Eeperienced Men and Women for poeititins re-
quiring ability aid tact--
People of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
vanities, for suitable lines of employment 
Used Thing -such as Plante, Organs, !livery
Sort. of Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and ()Moe Fixtures, Talk-
ing' MitellneS, Honks, Engravings, Prat-Cards,
Stamp Collections, .Ruhrit, Oarpets, Furniture of
every kind—
Horses and Carriages, trucks, business wagons,
bicycles, KULA, eamerali, fishing tackle. autorno.
bites-- —
Reel Estate—lots, PIota, acres, leaseholds, equi-
ties, htotreed flat" aeartments, stores - —
Iestructioo in painting, singing, tire violin and
piano, short-hand, aconunting, correspondence,
language. divaoing--
Places to Live --houses, apartments, furnished
rooms, boarding places where life is Interesting
These are some of the thou saads
of pegfile and things that are
“.avaraed" i74 this city jast now,
anti if yota can, fill on,/ of these
PcspanetS1'•
1 11.11k7.A1.01 11ail! 
11 
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
• Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
•
PAW" FOCI
76:1-A: tabucab Sun.
eeTERNOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCOEPOK tTED
F. M. FISHER. President.
IL J. PAXTON. General Manager.
Metered at the ptomaine* at Paducah.
Ky., as second class matter.
-
sidascitirTtost rtaIruss
Tug DAILY NV*
Ey carrier, per week ... .10
By mall, ker month In advance... .25
By mall, per year, In advance.... $2.50
THE WEEKLY alit
Per year. by mall. possage paid. •11.02
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
Gem 116 South Third. Phone nil
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. Clements it CO.
Van Calln Breit.
Palmer lious.e.
John Wilhelm.
$1600Pto
.....,-wee..
III=C20120311,
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CIRCULATION STATIL411011.
k'
p. July, 11,07.
...-....e-.
1 3920 17 3903
2 3895 18 3906
3 3895 19 1914
S  3906 20 3939
6 - 3914 2' 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10 .3990 25 3919
11  .,878 26 3930
12  .11935 27 3938
13 3918 29 3905
15 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total   101,923
July average  3,920
Personally appeared before me,
Ibis August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton.
general manager of The Sun, who
aerms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of July. 1907. is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My coninatsalon explrelf-Jinizary
32, 1908.
Daily Thought.
-Success is the abliity to make
stepping-stones out of stUMbling-
blocks:"
THE REPUBLICAN Tle'KET.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorlaville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W, H
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struetlee-J. S. rabbe,. of Boyd
county.
For Commiseloner of Agriculture
..-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals--
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George 0. Mc-
aroma. _ ...•--.  
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorner....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Doran
City Cerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech. Harry R.
Hank, G. W. Oehlechlaeger, Jr., C. .
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen- Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston; '
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- '
er: Sixth ward, W. L. Bower. I
School Trustees- First ward, W M. '
Karnes; Second ward, W J. Iii:ls: I
Third ward, H. S Wells and ,
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward, 1
Dr. C. G. Warner and "C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward. I. 0 Walker; I
Rath ward, J. C. Farley and Ed 1
Morris.
Hu r., I..ili .'-.t' D d i eu (-yea? i
1
A plot to assassinate King Car*. '
If Portural. was diseovered by the
arernature exploslon of a lemila. Why
isn't Ch..) li.. more careful in hand-
tug Buell instraments! • - 1
s
Baia-reads . and ateamboat lines ;
rhould agree on the lowest reason-
ible rates for the horse show and I
aces , the last week ' in September. I
Ilse event is supported by the people
if Padticah to attract 'Stators and the
ranaportation lines entering the city' (
will be benefitted as much, if not r
fore than any, other enterprise by r
be success of the shoe I
I
IA TRAGEDY OF POLITICS. 
1
How like children we sometimes ,
ire. 
t
Paul Barthat little political play- ,
louse was dealt-eyed forever and he ,
oukIn't stand it.
Today he lies a corpse by hia own
end. He -has put the erowning toneh
c one more tragedy of Kentacky I
(attics. t e
P'aul Barth was ambitious; he Is e
tad. - V
He was dead before be nem t he A
atal shot that penetrated his bran I.
le was dead salon he perMitted his
mbition to set up false atandarde of :
tailor. . . . t
No one wills/1y thatsseasaj C. Barth. , 11
as not persoually hainst. He wtaula n
we no man a dollar -end not paa'it: t
at he got into politics, and then, as t
-
was the ease with the men who fen
Into the sea-politics got into him.
He would not chest a band man,
but be accepted an °Mee that he and
ever) body elee knew was sto'en His
pride of cattenship probably was as
great as any man's; yet he counte-
nanced the rape of the ballot by a
horde of drunken policemen.
If Paul Barth had declined to ac-
cept an office won by such foul means
he would today be living, an honored
citizen. If be bad accepted the trust
reposed in him in its fullest sense, be.
would have cleaned out the city hall
and renovated the police department.
But he did neither.
Paul Barth's ambition and (be sin-
ister degauss of the mtehine met and
agreed, and Paul Barth was elevated
to the mayoralty chair: not by the
people, but by the machine. He knew
to whom his allegiance was due. He
was part of that eoalition of selfish
interests, that strangs amalgamation
of discordant elements held together
by the cohesive power of graft. He
sat with his back to the city hail and
his face to the public. What he didn't
see did not concern him. When !t
accorded with the put-posies of the
dominating force of the machine to
get rid of some one, he was "showed
up" to the mayor, and the mayor de-
posed him.
It was this pernicious theory of
municipal polities; that an office-
holder's obligation to his friends is
more sacred than his heaven regis-
tered oath to the people, that proved
the undoing of Paul Barth. His des-
perate deed may well give us pause
to see whither we are drifting. If the
citizens of Louisville did not appre-
ciate the full enormity of the offense
Pau: C. Barth committed, they now
know that Paul Barth himself did.
What has occurred in Louisville
May well occur in any city, where
one dominant party bats complete
control, and one faction has that
party In firm subjection to its will.
The Barth administration was laid
bare in a collision between two politi-
ca factions, in whale by strings co-
cidence. the courts decided in har-
mony with the desires of those fac-
tions, with which they are associated
politically.
It was the vindictiveness of faction-
al strife that made the exposure of
the Barth administration so merciless
In its method. It was not the good of
the public service, that actuated
Mayor Bingtam, figure-head for the
combination of the state machine,
with the Kahn-Whallen-Knett aggre-
gation of Louisville: it was-the degra-
dation of the Barth administratloa,
and the humbling of the Louissalle
city machine.
That purpose was at-complicity:al.
Peace reigns ones more In
where Mayor Bingham and County
Judge Lincoln will be accorded nomi-
nations to succeed themselves for a
brief term, after which the old regime
will be retnstated, and another honest
man will be traduced by h.s arena:en
to be mayor of
As for Paul Barth-the lesson of
his downfall is for the people, not tile
machines.
The Standard Oa company's plea,
that it S being persecuted by the
government, sounds like the howl of
a wolf more than a cry of human dig-
ress. "That howl annoys us," the
people say. "Why don't they put it
out of its misery!"
Mrs. Eddy's "next _ friends" his
withdrawn the suit for an accounting
f her estate and an Inge:a:tam ...to
her mental capacity. They declared
heir Intentional were merely to ,pro-
.ct Mrs. Eddy and her property from
iasipation -by those they were sure
ad power over her. They must have
received assurances that the estate is
II right,
William Jenn:ngs Bryan liae-ee-
PPd unharmed from his fourth rail-
oad wreck - and t,wo political
-reeks.
"Mr. Willson is a gentleman tot
haracter and ability and it Is a
lea sure to observe that he starts_bis
ampaign in a gentlemanly manner.-
is is; not only the good manners we
e the right to expect from a gen-
'email-, but It is also good politics.-
xington Herald.
Fraud and deceit mask the hopes
f NatIolsal Denex-racy, when Bryan
:aims title as originator of the prin-
iples of the eternal truths, and Ile
arty declares for tariff revision. The
rat claim im obviously false, and the
alter declaration is a perversion of
acts for the Democracy Is the part)
f free trade, and the abolition, not
he revision, of the protective sebed-
les: and it dare not go before the
ountry frankly avowing its purpose
 0
ctoi.i,g.GE VS. UNIVERSITY.
Vacation days are ihout ended
looks and Plates will soon be sound-
, and the army of the rising gen-
ration wilt troop off to the red build
gs, _where idea, are propagated
nd youthful enterprise directed into
roper channels
A smaller detail, pitifully too
mail, will scatter to the four points
here institutions of higher eduaa-
ion ire located, for foto years' ea-
ritisenSthat will be to them like
o other four years they ever have
veal or ever will live again. To
hew the selection -pf the proper In-
- >,•••• 91.15.̀
THE PADUCAH EVENING St1-*e
safeties -Is In some respects! the
ineed moUsentuoua act of -their lives
I Too large a proportion have got
the nuiversity idea, regarding higher
education as simplgthe cramming di
book knowledge into young heads
and the storing up of transmitted
wisdom from the sages of the faculty
and theft fellows. There never was
a more mistaken idea than this, and
the well rounded, properly educated
man, intellectually, morally and phy-
alcally and gan come only from the
ccalege. and, at that, the college lo-
cated in the small Iowa, the center
of whose life is the college itself.
four years, not only dying under
In such a-place the‘ludent spends
men of learning and Culture. unsul-
lied by commercial passious, but in
social environments pervaded by this
same atmosphere. their whole lives
directed by this beneficient Influence
A man could spend four years in
such a town and absorb more than
he could "cram" in a larger, institu-
tion in the same time.
_ Proper _develop/tight of the social
side of a man is as necessary to a
good education, as the training of
his faculties. Man is gregarious
The hermit is unnatural and useless
to society. The college life in the
typical "college town" is a modlOing
influence a transformer of ideals
Under the spell of modern independ-
ent thought, the student mind, direct-
ea-by-the materialistic tendencies of
th• times, Is liable to -agnosticism
unless some ethical influence to coun-
teract this effect is applied contin-
ually, and nowhere else is this pos-
sible except in the "college town."
FOOTPADS IN PHILADELPHIA.
Daylight Hold-Up Nets Robbers Haul
of $41,000.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Aug. 22. -Wm
H Hicks, paymaster for Schaum-
burg Uplinger, a textile machine
manufacturing company, was held
up this afternoon by three highway-
men in the northeastera part of the
city and robbed of a satchel contain-
ing $6:000. The men were pursued
and one of them was captured after
several shots had been tired at him.
The other two men escaped with the
satchel. Paymaster Hicks is in a
hospital, suffering from a bullet
wound in the arm received in the
scuffle with the robbers.
1001 IR CRUISERS TO S.111..
Pacific Fleet Leaves Yokohama To-
day for Hawaii.
Yokohama. Aug. 22.-After six
days at Yokohama the first division
of the Pacific fleet of cruisers, the
Pennsylvania. West Virgkia, Mary-
land and Colorado, Rear Admiral
Dayton commanding, leaves early to-
morrow under orders to proceed to
the west coast of the United Slates
via Bewail, where It is anticipated
It all remain ten or fifteen chiSta
BABY Al.ONE W .11.IVE.
--
Man bills Wife and Self in An Ohio
Tow&
Washington C H.. 0. Aug !Z.--
Clarence House today allot nad killed
his wife and then, turning the
weapon on himself, inflicted a mortal
wound. When the horror-stricken
parents of the woman rustled Into
the room they found both bodies
upon the floor, -while the 3-year-olo
babe of the couple was caressing the
body of the mother and trying as
though 146 heart would break.
Few meu would borrow trouble if
they had to give security.
lasaullese4ramillasea514.111Mealtrillftese4
If you drop in to see
the high character of
our clothes you will ap-
preciate more what this
sale means.
Nowhere i n season
could you find clothing
to equal ours at regular
prices.
Nowhere now can you
find clothing to equal it
at such a great. reduc-
tion-one-third off 211
two and three piece I
suits.
IN THE COURTS_
0.1.-rar
Deeds Filed.
Clarence E. fsandram to B. :
Bradley, property.. on Harahan boule-
vard, $500.
R. S. Barnett et al to Sam Allen,
roperty on Woodward street, $0.
Birdie sod' John P. Campbell '•
Laura Fowler, property in block 14,
facing Broadway, running back
165's feet and fronting 24'a feet, $1
and other considerations.
In Police (burl.
Zeb Wallace; colored,was fined 620
and costs In police court this morning
for being drunk and disorderly. He
created a disturbance near the Hud-
son house, on North Fourth street.
yesterday afternoon.' FA Scott and
J'ene CIWrk. e010-Fed, who are
charged with passing a Si bill raised
to $5, were held to the circuit court
grand jury in pollee court thii morn-
ing. Yesterday afternoon they were
held over by Commissioner W. A.
Gardner to federal court, and may
have to answer to both state and
federal authorities for their crime.
Other cases: John Humpbreys
drunkenness, $1 and coats; Effie IV
'Ingham, colored, disorderly conduct
continued: Raymond Beck, colored.
grand larceny, continued. •
Ia (7oaety ('ourt.
The will of the late Louis I,
was filed for probate in count)
today. He leaves everything he po-
sasses to his wife, Mina Harris,
trust during her lifetime for s
benefit of their children, for an eqii
division after death. He desins
no inventory or appralaement
estate he required, and appoints
wife executrix without bond. T. ,
will was dated January 10. 1892, a!
witnessed by Sol Dreyfuss, Sam S
Cohn and Charles Weilas
This afternoon County Judge it T.
Lightfoot .rescinded the order. send-
ing Beulah Smalanan to the reform
school, Instructing-the county clerk
not to make the order. Judge Ligtht-
foot gave wo reasons for his action.
but it Is Mated that the girl had
promised to lead a better life.
In Circuit Court.
P. E. 'Wooifolk and E Bowers,
N 0 x 
ORIGINAL
,iii) DISTINCTIVE&
STYLE
UNVARYING iii
()TAUT
Deal ask tor • -me Maar YAW ea -NOICALL-
and iset en extra &MA ewe& eitpelltk he pow/
THURSDAY. AUGUST W.2.
"HERE'S a hat of the very lateststyle," is the argument that
many hat salesmen endeavor to impress
you with, whcn showing you hats.
It is well to have a hat of "the very
latest style," but you certainly do not
want it unless it is, also, becoming to
you.
We have a sufficient variety of late
hat style to suit most every face, and
among these are some hats that would
be absolutely unbecoming to some
faces, even though they are "the very
latest styles."
We are hat specialists, and we will fit
yeittr face, as well *a yew headi and
will not permit you to select an unbecoming style. Fall blocks in
stiff or soft styles are now ready, and you'll not wear a hat that's not
becoming to you, if you buy here.
Nox-All - $2.00 Mallory Cravenette $3.00
Union I...ethal In Each Hat-
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESISERGER'S
GRAIL/5
EABER
Akir,r_pd (1_0 MFRS!
323
Broadway
JOINS DUSHAND IN DEATH.
l'hitago W ttttt n Suickles at Hour
For Head Hustrocrs Funeral.
Chicago. Aug. 22,--,--Mrs, Christiana
Levender, 1337 North Humboldt
street. heart-broken by the death of
her husband, Henry, whose funeral
would have been held at 2 o'clock
doing business under the firm name this afternoon, was found dead early
of Woolfolk-Bowers & company, en- today in the basement of her home
tered suit against the, lamas Central beside a gas stove with the burners
Railroad company. Petitioners a:- oasts ;
lege that December 2C, 19116, they Proof of the suicide was found in
delivered to the Illinois Central a lot a note that was found on the floor
of dressed poultry valued at $1.- near the chair in which Mrs. heven-
225.62, to be delivered at epee it:, der had sat. It read:
Armour & company at Chicago, and -Dear Sisters, Brothers and Mdth-
that it ordinarily should require no er-Forgive me for what I have done
more' rhan 24ikttire..41**1 thed4444"4"I could not stand it _any longer. Pay'
ants neit:igently failed to start the'mil debts. CHRISTIANA."
shipment until December O. foul The fact that the letter was not ad-
days later,,nd when received in Chi- dresed to the children was also tak-
cago the poultry was spoiled and dam en as evidence that she did not ex-
aged to the extent Of 4259.81. poet them to survive her.
Second clause: Pelaintiffs allege The five children were found play-
that on December 29 they delivered mg in the back yard, ignorant of
to the defendant dressed Poultry their mother's fate.
valued at $441.59, and that it was The dead woman's sister, Mrs.
not started to Armour & company in Catherine Olin, who testified at the
Chicago until five days later, and as a Inquest said:
-result the shipment wai damaged on
"Several times after the death of
reaching its dela/talon to the amount
her husband my sister said to- me:
of $146.73. Plaintiffs pray for dam-
'I shall end my own life to joinages amounting to $436.54 and in-
with me."•
Henry, and I shall take the childrentereshte.T
Peerless Belt Lacing _Machine
company sues the McKinrie Veseer
and Package company for ts5 al-
leged due on account.
B. Were & Son filed suit against
Bem T. Frank to recover on a note
for $212.10 and interest. from April
10, 1907.
"News Butcher" Robbed.
Passengers on the train from Mem-
11 Phis and Louisville, due here at 11:20'o'clock, had a trip with only news-papers to read, and the girls had to
get off at stations to get chewing
Igum. This is because the- trunk-of
John Pizyktickl, the- "news butcher,"
• had his frank robbed at the station
I
in Memphis last night. The robbers
raade a clean haul and all the amide
taken amounted to about $10.
•
ii
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. TTEBSTO MEN A N D B ori 1 
the evidence, and who win- tell you
.,...--....
4/11fft
just what it has done for them.
I DR. G. 0. FROAGE,
6 1 6 Broadway UpstatilW Phone 106.
i , 
SOUND LOGIC.
August and Sepfember are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition Oat makes
for good, or bad health. The system
is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer month* and the
different organs need Iteit very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in ,probably a fatal ill-
ness.
Gesseadhealth is assured however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders-ma-
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, conditionsbiliousness, stomach
and bowel disonders or -all kinds,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic _treatment, and have no
attending III effects. Usually you are
as ill from the customary medical
prescriptions as from the illness. but,
, in Osteopathy you experience none-of
lI
fthls. Let me tell you at ally time of
t
he great suocess I am having with
the treatment In Paducah. I Shall re-
fer you to people you no Wea for
Imitates' Hangman to Death.
Slaty, Wis.. Aug. 22.-While at-
tempting to imitate the hanging of a
criminal about whom he had read
Carl Justman, the 10-year-old son of
Louis Jima:Ilan, lost hia life. His
father found the boy hanging from
one of the barn posts. The supposi-
tion is that the little fellow -was Play-
ing hangman with the rope, fastened
It around his neck, and fell off the.
beam upon which he was standing.
He Had Waited a Long Time,
Hill Nye, when a young man. once
masa) ap engagement with a lady to
take her' driving. The appointed
day came, but'at the livery stable al
the horseii were taken save one old,
shaky, exceedingly gaunt beast. MT.
Nye hired it, and drove to hie friend'a
house.
The lady kept him waiting nearly
an hour before she was ready, and
then, on viewing the shabby outfit
flatly refused to accompany Mr. Nye.
"Why.- she exclaimed, "that horse
may die of old age at any moment!"
"Madame," Mr. N.e replied, "when
I arrived that 'horse was a prancing
young colt."- Harpet's Weekly.
"Darling." he said "what would
you do if I should die? Tell me."
"Please don't suggest such a thing,"
said his wife. "I can't bear the
thought of a stepfather for our little
boy."-Brooklyn Life.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Phone 358-R
Does all kinds of printing
o<1>)
We have the men who know
bow to do your work just as
it should' be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing-rrobably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
prompay.
•
•
1
,
.*Aiwtflit
S
YOU DON'T HAVE TO- WALT
Every dose make. you leelhetter. Las-Pos
keeps your whole toeidett right. Sold on the
matey-bock pies everrenfre Pelee IQ cents.
Toluweo Stiles Tomorrow.
Because it was impossible to get
the tobacco on exhibition the sales
of the Dark Tobacco Growers' asso-
ciation were postponed until tomor-
row moaning at 8 e'-alock. Many
buyers. will be present, and a large
attendance of farmers is anticipated.
Proof Poeitive. .
An Irishman was In trouble! about.
a gun found in his possession The
law, unfortunately for him, adopted
the unkind suggestion that he had
stolen it. While awaiting his trial
he was visited by a friend, who urged
him to steadfastly adhere to the
statement that he had owned thsegun
ter yearia Slate friend, furtherniore,
cited how he himself, when in a simi-
lar difficulty about a hen. bad pre-
served both the hen and his charac-
ter by swearing he had possessed the
bird since It was a chicken. The wis-
dom of this advice' was net lest oil
"Pat," and he henceforth regarded
his trial with the settled serenity Oil0if not conscious innocence, sanguine
anticipation. On the day appointed,
when conclusive evidence against hall
had-been tendered, he was asked for-
mally whether he had anything to
say for himself. "Pat," throwing a
glance of shriveling contempt at the
prosecutor, turned to the judge and
said: "That =Ws a perjured vil-
lain. Yer '(Thor. That gun's bin In
moy resew:melon. Yet' 'floor, lye?' since
It was 'a pistol."-Illustrated Bits. •
-Place your orders rot weddi'll
invitations at home. The
labwing as great an assortmenr its
you will and anywhere, at prices
Much lower than yen will have to
pay elsewhere.
CONSPIRACY 411ARGE IS
..SGAINST ASSOCIATION.
Washington, Aug. 22.-Following
a meeting of the executive council of
the American Federation of labor to-
day. President Gonspers said that
most probably the federation would
bring a counter suit against the Na-
tional Manufacturers' association,
charging that body with conspiracy.
He stated that the association recent-
ly met in New York with the object
of devising means for the injury of
organised labor, and that it has been
made evident that there is to be con-
certed action against that interest.
More About Class Pennants.
- Not to be outdone, the claws of
'09 of the Lincoln colored school,
Eighth and Ohio streets, hii‘e a small
pennant above the entrance on
Eighth street. The pennant was put
up tart _night. Boys of the class of
'ea of the High school are still swear-
ing vengeance and assert their flag
will wave from the flag staff again.
Fred Hoyer has locked the hatchway
leading to the tower and every win-
dow has been closed tightly. 'Last
night nothing Was disturbed at the
&theca.
than Smokes; Burns; Watered,
PhiatJelphia, Pa.. Aug. 22.-
Whlie George W. Strayer_ was calmly
smoking a cigar in a Dover hotel to-
day the ashes ignited -his celluloid
collar, then spread lo his clotting
causing burns that will likely prove
fatal. Had not friends extinguished
the blase by pouring several buckets
Of water over Mr. Strayer's body, it
is believed that he would have been
burned to death on the spot.
Rosaparte Will Remain,
Washington, Aug 22.--"I expect
to stay Ic the cabinet for some time
to come," the attorney general said
in response to a cluFry concerning the
publiCation in New-York of a rather
indefinite /statement that he would
e‘entually resign. because of his
"flippant" treatment of the great
financial and Industrial enterprises'
of the country'',
'McMillen Safe After All.
Beane, Aug. 22 ---Franc-is Rea Mae
Millen, the young American violinist
who was reported to have been' lost
for three dayson Mount Blanes is
here safe with the Yvette Guilbert-
Von Rhys party.
The party has not yet started their
projected ascent isf the mountain,
hat expect to do so in a eew days.
Mrs. Calvin Rush and her two
sons, of Metropolis, who have spent,
the summeritn Tennessee. have re-
turned and Ata visiting Mrs. Rush's
daughter, lars.E. J. Pettit, Fifteenth
and Trimble streets.
Mr. and atraSJ. C. Foster, of Isiv-
Masten county, have been the guests
of Dr, and lairs. E. C. Goodloe, of 'Lit-
tle Cypress. for several days This
morning they -came to this thy and
are visiting Mrs. Merles Rutter. .
Dr. I. C Young, of hone Oak.
went to •IAINIVPS Jolley on a hutfnes
trip.
•
•
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Varasols
All colors, silk of linen, priced for this week
Yialf Vrice
$4.00 Pavanele $2.00
$3 00 Pfiraffold _ 1.50
$2.00 Parasol:
$1.00 l'arat-,,Is
2frne txrepted-All $(3.
$ 1.00
.50
LOCAL NEWS 
'-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
- WANTED Fifty ship carpenters.
Paducah Marine Railway company.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gikbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. lphone 19G.
-City seihscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when even
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Ii given by any transfer company in
Atrericti. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also -.lee
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
--Kodak. from It to $25. Some-
thieg new in the line and all neces-
sary supplies that 'tomato kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clement! & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-Have The Sun malted to you or
any of your Llends goleg away for
the summer. The ad:tress will he
changed as olteu as desieed, and the
rate Is only 25e a month.
Relyedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs 11m-er1' the seasonable delica-
cies.
-Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
Just receiver. Branson's, 529 Broad-
way.
-Local No. 348 Union Mesielans,
tomorrow night are giving at Walittee
park pavilion, what will be the most
pretentious dance of the summer sea-
son. All the orchestral niusirians of
the city will participate, forming two
orchestras, of eiglet pieces each.
These two ercheetras will alternate
In playing, furnishing continuous
meeic so that no matter how large
the crowd may be there will be no
necessity of the floor being crowded.
Admission is fifty ceots; the right of
admission is reserved, but all well
disposed respectable persons are cor-
dially welcome
-The Ladies Mite Society of the
First Baptist church will meet Fri-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs.
J T. Thompson, 415 Clark street.
--The Modern Woodmen of Ameri-
ca will give a fraternal entertainment
with refreshments at Lone Oak Sat-
urday night.
--Don't fail to hear Mr. Ben Fow-
ler. the tenor ginger and Herman
Norris, the bey wonder, also illustrat-
ed songs and moving pictures, Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday. 21, 22
and 23, at Hozy Electric Theater. Ad-
missive 5 cents.
-Because sonie oZ Itte hest goers
„iti the Matinee club stables are _ab-
sent from the city and officers of the
deb have important and urgent bus:-
ne.g,ono Friday afternoon races will
be held this week.
Following are examinateone or-
dered by the United Stales civil ser-
vice commission for this distriete
Computer, United States naval obser-
vatory, September 11-12; nautical ex-
pert, September 18; manufacturing
cement chemist, September 18; me-
chattiest draftsman, ordnance dePiert-:
went at largo -September 18/ 19. 20.
-Dr. J. W. _T. Patterson, of 445
rth Twelfth estreet, announces that
future he may be reached by rrew
.phones 661 or 1504 instead of old
phones 1-t6I-m or
TURNED BACK AT FRONTIER.
Rabbi flinch Not Allotted to
Enter Russia.
Paris, Aug. 22.-Very few people
are in Paris just now against their
will, but such is the position of Dr.
Mrs& of Chicago, one of thefore-
most rabbis and workers for the ben-
efit of Russian Hebrews. Dr. Ilirsch
c#rue from Chicago to make a anecial
endeavor on their'behalf in Russia,
but was turned bark 'when he reasto
eft the Russian frontier.
He returned to Paris and is now
the Grand lintel, dehntine what to
do next.
THE SCARLET OF '00.
.,(With apologies to Ryan.)
Still the Scarlet floats in glory
From the High schooys
story,
For at the risk of neck aud limb,
we'te swung our pennant
high. ;
And the Seniors walla are mounding
As result of last night's pounding
When every valiant Junior smote
those Stetiors "Hip and
Thigh.''
,
White-winged victory hovers o'er us
For the Board has joined the chorus
And the Seniors' woes and sorrows
deepen every passing Ken..
For the hatchway Is blockaded
!And no earthly power unaided
Can remove our glorious Scarlet,
from the High schools top-
most tower.
;lorious Scarlet! How Me love thee' 
May the skies shine blue above thee,
May thy colors wave defiant of the
Seniors' valiant power.
May the ceiling soon be mended
And our strife he shortly ended
While the Scarlet floatt forever
from the High school's top-
most tower.
. Dedisated to•the Juniors of '09.
MAY ELLIS.
Aug. 21, 1907.
FIFA 0.
Nleadville, Pa., Aug.
Henry %Vaguer, whit confessed
to a brutal attack 011 .%111111
W1011.111'114, It yeaN old, neer
Greenville, has cionfeesed In tee
similar crimes,   at Itidgel).
W. Va., and the other at New-
ten. Pa. Then he eonfe•wed that
his correct name is Henry Lehna.
mede-rit Weednien Are Huse.
Last night a meeting of the direct
or of the Modern Woodmen of
America interstate meeting was held
and reports received show everything
is moving and wilt be ready for the
celebration. Thhimorning Mr. Jacot,
B. Pollock left for Cairo to arouse in-
terest and then he will make a swibg
through the towns of Missouri before
returning.. Mr. Pollock's visit to
Cairo will be for the put pose uf
arousing enthusiasm enough to!
Cairo to attempt to tarty off the next
meeting. Evansville is a strong (-com-
petitor.
Patina Will Recover.
Sharp, Aug. 22. -(Speciaels-Wil-
Lam Patilla, who was injured by
stumbling over a stump Tuesday
night is resting well today and he
will soon be out, his doctors think.
Benton to Have Ice Plant.
Benton, Ky., Aug. 22. ISpecial.)-
Three local men are organizing
company to manufacture ice and the
plant will be built in time for next
'ear's trade.
The Ittrotettur flue--10e. • week.
-"tura PLIATCAll EVENING SUN. FIV11
Va-4-44-4-4
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Outland-Jet ton.
The niftily friends of Mrs May Jet-
tote who is associated with uncle M.
W. Martin in the Pomona book and
musie store, and is a tnember-of the
church choir, will be pleased to learn
of her marriage to Mr. Edgar Out-
land, of Murray, Ky. The wedding
took place at Los Angeles last week
Wednesday, after which the halm),
couple proceeded to Long Beach to
spend a few weeks. Mr. and .Mrs.
Outland will come to Pononia to
make their future home. Mrs. Out-
land is formerly from Kentucky and
has known her husband from child-
hood. Mr. Outland is a successful
oungMisiness man and sill be wet-
somed to our city.--Pomona (Cal.)
Review. 
Lawn Party.
The Misses Dora and Marearet
Beyer pleasantly entertained Tuee-
day evening at thele home in the
toptmett county with a lawn party in honor of
Miss Freda Dunbar, of Paducah, the
charming guest of Miss Hattie
Schmidt. About 40 guests were pres-
ent. Music, games and refreshmeets
rendered the evening enjoyable to all.
Dente for Vitifter.
One of the most delightful dances
of the season wits giveu last night at
the Wallace park pavilion in honor
of Align Hattie Carey, of Cairo, who
is visiting Miss Henry Alicott. The
evening was cool and a delightful
one for dansing. In the party were:
Misses Majorie Loving, Nell Hed-
drick, Helen Hills. Rosebud and Lil-
lian Hobson, Elsie Hodge, Garnett
Buekner, Florence Loeb, Jeanette
Fetter. Brooks Smith. Dorothy Lang-
staff, Mettle Cobb. May Owen, Phil-
lipa Hughes, Hattie Carey, of Cairo,
and Messrs. Carl. Leigh and Henry
Eckstein, pf Chleago: Henry Kopf,
Charles Kopf, James McGinnis. Guy
Martin. Felix St. John, Will Baker.
H. Spillian. Roscoe Reed, Dr. Walter
;versott, Greyer Jackson, Sam Rushee
iPred Gillian, Tom Coburn and J.
Louis Gaebel.
-- -
Charming Little titiceit.
Mist; Mary Overstreet, of Paducah,
who is the charming little guest of
Mrs. Charles Boswell, entertained a
felt; friends Monday evening with a
6 o'clock dinner. After the elegant
tHener was served, the young folks
enjoyed various games and other
amusements. The evening was a
round of pleasure and the young la-
dles will long remember it. Miss
Ovenstreet's guests were as follows:
Misses Marion Jones, Louise Park-
hill, Martha Crossland. Harry Park-
hill, Vieginit Farley, Margaret Tay-
lor, Tan Boswell and Mary Over-
streel-Mayfleld Messenger.
Mire Belle V. O'Brien has returned
from Cernlean Springs.
Mr. Will McCann, 1129 Madison
street, left today for Dawson Springs.
Miss Anna Hays, 1131 Madison
itreet. left today for Cincinnati and
Chicago on a several weeks' visit.
Mr. Stewart Dick, city tax assessor,
who is ill at the residence of R. H
Noble, 1666 Broadway, la slowly 1w-
proving.
' Miss Elsise Thomas, of Maplewood
Terrace, returned today from a visit
o friends and relatives in Dublin.
Mr. John D. Scales, traveling au-
lithe of the Planters' Protective aseo-
(-laden. left today for Guthrie. Mr.
Scales has been in the city for several
day.* and ntrer- goes to Guthrie-To
make a report of the amount of to-
bacco.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore, 2214)
Monroe street, returned today from
Memphis, where they have ben-visit-
ing. -
Mrs. C. L. Harrington, 1036 Mon-
roe street, and Miss Daisy Hollo-
A PERFECT CURE.
Mrs. H•igh: that idles
cure him of drink succeed?"
Mrs. Beighi "Oh, wilt. he hasn't touched a disop since.*
Mrs. Haigh: "Of whisky?"
Mrs. Beigh: "No. Of tee."
of putting
Ns/
'Pesky in your' husband's tea to
wan left toes. •,,
oiler ,f;ies in the east. •
Detective 11111 Baker %rut to Daw-
son Springs today.
Mrs. Kate Van Pelt has returned
Irons a several weeks' visit in Louis-
t lied Jeffersonville.
Prof. C. M. Lieb has returned from
• 0.: 1,,,u6114•71MIORLIMMIIIIVIRMMONIMINEL 
to visit Mrs. Cat'rol-i's daugliter.
Attoiney J. C. Spelt, of Mayfield,
is In the city on professional bustnes,.
Dr. R. C. Gore, of Lone Oak, is
Paducah today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Trout and lit-
tle daughter Grace, of Jonesboro,
a trip on the Mississippi river and Ark., left for their home this mui
will be in the; city a week or more. ling after it few days' visit to st
Mr. Max Roseublatt. the cigar Roy Morgan. •
maker 'who left Paducah several' Mr. Melvin Wallerstein returns s
years ago and settled Ai Denver, has last night from a two weeks' va,
returned to reside, lie will open 'Hon. spent in the larger cities.
a cigar factory here. Mies Ruby Halley, 9.07 Harrison
Mies Caroline Ham, cif 313 North :street, returned today from Brill.
Sixh street, supervisor of music in Tenn., where she attended a hoe
the public schools, has returned from party.
Chicago, where she completed a Mrs. Lillian Jameston. of Mayfleld
course in vocal and instrumental was in the city today visiting Mello
numic, and work laving especial ref- Mr. S. N. liecht left today. for N.
i•rence to school music. York on a business trip. He will
Mr. Herbert L. Walli•rstein left gone for several weeks.
last night for Cbicago and the lakes Mrs. Carrie Girardey left today twi
for a two weeks' vacation. New York and other eastern ces
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Wallerstein on a business trip.
will leave tonight for elichigau and
the lakes. ,
Mr. and Mos. C. R. Hall, 131 Stotte
Fourth street. left today for N.
Mr. George ,Lehnlia-ril. II viibt. in- York, the Jamestown exposition
epector, and ehildren hate returned other eastern cities
from a visit to feends in Evansville.
Mr. R. J. Barber has returned from
a visit at Princeton.
Mr. Lawrence Reser and mother,
Mee L. P. Resole returned home to-
day from Fort Worth, Tex. • Mrs.
Hamm left her daughter, Mrs. Louis
Hollins, much improved.
Mien Helen Stone and Flossie
Craig have returned from a visit in
Evansville and Booneville. Ind.
Mr. W. B. Kennedy has returned
from a business trip to New York
and ilopkinaville.
Mr. E. W. Whittemore has re-
turned from a six weeks' visit to
Niagara Falls, New York and other
cities in the east.
Miss Zula Cobb and niece, Miss
Caroline Mather, left this morning
for Washington, the Jamestown expo-
sition and other ciees in the east.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lehrer and
daughter, Rosa, have returned from
Dixon Springs,
Mrs. P. H. Fields, of South Fourth
street, has gone to Fulton on a visit
to the family of Mr. Charles Fields.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. P:ke have gone
to Murphysboro, Li., on ,a visit to
the:r daughter, Mrs. D. C. Giese.
Messrs. Carl Leigh and Henry
Eieksteln will leave tomorrow for
their home in Chicago after a visit to
relatives here.
Mr. Will Fisher, 901 Jefferson
street, has gone to the Jamestown es.
position and other cities in the east.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mull.igan and
children, of Louisville, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Cobourn, of Wash-
ington street.
Mrs. Will Gilbert. Profeeeor Harry
Gilbert and _Mies Nell /terry are
guests at a house party gives by Mrs.
Jessie rtioley. Mlesee Henry Alleoti
and her guest, elms Hattie Carey. of
Cairo. left today to join the house
party.
Mrs. B. B. Liun and daughter,
Mary, have returned from a visit to
Mrs. Linn'e daughter, Mrs. B. B.
Keys, of Fate. Tex.
Mrs. Fred MeCandiese. of Gol-
conda. Is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Byrd, South Thirteenth
street.
Mrs. Wileani Hughes and Emma
Boyd have returned from Asheville.
Mr. Nathaniel Black, of Oakland,
Cale is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Wil-
liam Marble. wife of the well ksown
attorney.
Mr. J. W. Hughes went to Calvert-
City this morning on business.
Mrs. Lizzie Ezell returned from
Saratoga Springs this morning after
week., stay in,- the popular resort.
Mrs. R. L. Grogan, of Murray. was
in Paducah last night.
Mr. W. V. Eaton will leave tomor-
row for Central City to take de.post
t ions.
• Miss Joe Miller, 416 South Sixth
street, has returned_ from a visit to
friends at La Center.
Mrs. D. H. Halite and Charles
Wheeler, of Wheeler. Huithes &
Bferyeare in Wickliffe today on busi-
n este
Mr. Krni,1 Baker,
IS in the city.
Mrs. C. W. Emery and ion, Lo-
rehzo, and Miss Mabel Stehle-bole.
have returned from the Jamestown
exposition. Washington and other
tittles in the east.
Dr. Vermin Blythe has 'returned
from. Louievies, where he aceompa-
nied Mr. W. L. Houston, who Inee
been ill of fev,•rs, Mr. Houston stood
the trip well.
Miss Ethel O'Brien, 1001 Jeffer-
son street, left this afternoon for
Cerulean Springs.
Cql. Bud Dale and Mr. W. H. Ray-
zor are attending a picnic at Fort-
Con's creek, in the county, today.
Mrs. W. H. Carroll. 421 North Soy-
eisth street. and little Miss tette Car-,
of C-entral
Fall Races
...And...
ANN 1 WWHORSE SHO
' aducah, Ky.
Sept. 24th, With, 20th and
27th
$6,000 Purses and Premiums.
Mr. George Schaefer, of Ciacin-
nate left today after a business trip
In the city. -
Mr. I.. C. Goering returned to his
tome in Owensboro today, after vi-
Ing Mayor and Mrs. D. A .1100ter
their summer home in Arcadia.
Mrs. J. B. Moss and children are
visiting her mother. Mrs. M. O. Al-
len, 514 North Fourth street.
Mrs. R. U. Grogan, of Murray, and
son, MT. Hal Grogan, passed through
Paducah today en route home from
Kansas City Mrs. Grogan is the
mother of Attorney J. R. Grogan.
GIRL!: DIS.APPE.11L
_
'Berlin police !late set eral
111 State,
Berlin, Aug 22 Tee noeterious
disappearanee of outig wonted in
Berlin is increening to an alarming
ektenL No less thejv five such dis-
appeAranees were rt•ported to the po-
Wee today, and a number of others
occurred this eeek. It is surmised
that "white Slave' • operators ssre at
work and probably export their vic-
tims, as most of the girls disappeared
without leaving any trace of their
w hereeboute.
ENDEAVoltElts M 1KE (; %INS.
67,770 Societies. With 11,0011.1100
elembert, Included in Figures 
Warsaw. Ind • Aug. 20.--The Chris
thin Endeavor society has had a large
igrowth, according to figures intro-
!duced today at the annual couference
being held at Winona lake. There
t
are now 67.776 societies and 4.004).-
0410 members. Sixty denominations
,hate ('hristian Endeavor societies.
In the last five years G.tur.)
cieties have been organized.
new 80-
MI, hi,. I to: .a nd f pine Bluff,
Al. etio has ben ;n Paducah on
business, t,...iterflay -t•Ivcd word
that arrangements had ben made for
the settlement of the estate of his
uncle, Dennis Holland, a millionaire
resident of cork, Ireland, who diets
about one- year ago. He left an es•
tate estimated at. 217.090,000. Mr
Holland went home yesterday to at
range for a trip to Ireland.
.......literplejack-F.alls 448 Feet.
Lyndon: Aug. 22.-John • Goldite
the.famohs steeplejack, fell this fore-
noon from the top of the Towend
chimney, whet is 4le feerhigh and
the highest in the world. His body
crashed through the roof of the
works and was mutilated beyond
riseesir
A long step in the
right direction.
The cold spring has
made it hot for us. We
are carrying too many
straw hats on hand.
Rather you'd carry
them on your head.
This week your choicc
at one-fourth off the
regular price.
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
60011 antICHEAP
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incee' reel
44.14. •1••k• •L•k• isf ,‘I. \
.roor sale Wolff pt. :127 Tinht
' WANTED-- For -1T71. army:
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and :15; eitlesns of the United
States, of good character and tem-
Sialwcrihers in‘erting nalit ads in
The Sun %ill kindly rrinetulwr that
all .4041 items are 10 he paid for
as lien the ad, is inserted. the rule ap-
'dying to rvery one eitheut excels-
tion'e1.1 KINDLING wood ring 2361.
• 
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-321 South Third street.
WANTED-To buy trunk. Address room house. Land all cultivated.
Good out buildings. Apply 424 Kin-C, care Sun.
CLEANING ana presg neatly caid avenue. Phohe Ic.:19. W. 11 So-
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a. lin,
FOR RENT Three room cottage.
Apply to 1135 Trirehteestreet,
FOR ROOMS comfortable and fl"ai
gob 1309 Jefferson seiet.
-FURNISHED ROOM for rent -
40g Washington. Phone 'Seen 
"Ithfrrences. Says (lenience:Au.
%la! lenbad. leshemia. Aug. 22. -
o
FOR beams andandstovewoud ring
M. Clentencesti, the French premier,437 F. Lev1n.
who is taking the cure at Carlsbad,FOR RENT--Two rooms for lig/it
lunched with King Edward here thishousekeeping. 407 South F11,17111
afternoriie Tbe preallher also saw
FOR DRY WOODT-o:d phone 
SirEdward Goshen-, the British inn-
2361. 
 haseador to Austria-Hungary, who is
WANTS:le-Fifty ship carpenters. attendance on the king. The re
Paducah Marine Railway compasn:_._._
ul
'sn'ts of recent royal meetings at Wit.
---COOK WANTED 327 u helmshohe and Ischl were fully dig-
Fourth street-. Chris Liebe]. :cussed, with apparent satisfaction on
BROWN Concrete Cotitrac-'the part of all concerned.
tor. Ornamental -end waterproof
work a specialty. Phone 2SVD.
'1 FROM THEE IN
Apply to Gilson paint store. Wyatt
Nashville, Au 2. g. 2 --T.
& Holland. an unknown man was band hauging
--POIFFHE BEST sandwiches, chile to a tree in a thicket in an eastern
and hot tamales, call tel 1111/4 suburb of Nashville today. He was
South Third street. - lianging by a leather strap fastened
FOR SA"- Five fine quarter t)ak to -Vs neck and a limb of the tree
metres. Almost new. 901 Kentucky
avenue Old phone 300.
--kOit -HICKORY stove wood and
wdust telephone Robert Smith..
New Phone 763,
Results
oN IS S.% TI
--WANTED-Five union painfenT  "" N" """N"
01.40THES cleaned and pressed
-All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South' Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WHEN BrYING HARNESS, Sad-
dles or repair at the Paducah Harness
and Saddle Co.. you are getting the
beet. 204 _KPntucky a-venue.
FOR RENT-The barber shop on
Seventh Street opposite the court
house. Possession given at once.
Apply at Biederman's store.
FOR RENT OR MALE--Eleven
room house on South Sixth street We-
tween.Ciark and Washington. Newly
painted and in good condition. Apple
to II. A. Petter.
I FOR RENT Teo VT room co-
times 502 and 506 North Seventh
street. All modern Convenient-ea
Ftfrnished if desired. Phone 2368
!Ant/Vs-Our catalogue explains
how we teach hairdressing:Manicur-
ing, facial massage, pie., in few
weeks, mailed free. Moler College
St. Louis, Mo.
WANTED -- Experienced double
entry bookkeeper. Xust, be accurata
and able correspondent. State age,
previous employment and salary el-
'd ,'•1'1* 7 earn 'rt•ii, Son
15 TEAMS wanted at Fifth and
Monroe avenue. Apply to Contractor
Weikel.
P:It1
Iterate habits, whoi can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service In Cuba. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New Rich.
mend House. Paducah, Ky.
-FfIR-SALE---(lool farm In Liv.
ingston county 1 mile from Coffee
landing. on public road; :).0 acres of
land. 10 acres orchard.. Good 4-
of ite.i-ent Royal Coe-
The impression is that it was a rnse
of suicele, but the mail may have
been the victim of foul play. Ile was
a middle-aged _ man wtth nothing
about his m;rsots to indi, ate- bis
Identity-. 6. 1 AI •
l'otomac Steamer Is kithete.
Washington, D. C. Aug. 22.--Th.
Norfolk and Washington Steamboat
cornpany'S incoming steamer Norfolk
ran aground In a fog early today in
the Potomac river-.• near Maryland
ls'oint. forty miles frobiehie city, and
tip to a-late hour had tint been float-
ed. The several hundred passengers
*board, many of them Jantestown
exposition te4ursionists, were trans-
ferred to the steamer Jamestown and
brought to the city. At no time were
they in danger.
( Semite kin of First Street
Menibere or the street committee
of the general omelet! will meet with
thee city soli Ater, representatives of
the Illinois Central and property own
ere on First street tomorrow night.
In gegard to the condition of First
st rept.
IL71:11IDD 4 0. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeons
Office 609 Broadway..
Both Phones
(Mice Inn, Residence 041
-FOR. RS/WT.-Front room with or 
1.# 
,,,,, ... rs.
.11AlcL OARDwithout board, 421 South Sixth. Old oraceoieTIOnbiaN
Building.'phone 1949, 
I With I*, J. Q. Taylor. ."--
M EN- -Our Illust ratted catalogee phones--Resklence. Palmer Roues
end-atm' blow we teach barber trade' Office. Roth potence 47.
In a tow weeks mailed free. Motet liourts--10 to 12; 4:20 to 14:10; 7 .,
Barber College, St jdouls, Mo. , f1; thandaY. 10 U. Ill
FAGS MIX
A
BARGAIN
IN
FARM
LANDS
An Undivided
Estate Must
Sold at Once
Be
SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 peo-
ple, having good
schools, churches,
rural deliveries, tele-
phone conriectiOns
throughout the
county and a rich
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers, this farm
commends itself to
anyone seeking good
farm lands in a high-
class farming sec-
tion of beautiful .
country with social
advantages. Tract
embraces 306 acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high
state of cultivation,
with the exce.ption of
50 acres•of timber.
One the p!ace there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large stock barn suf-
ficent to accommo-
date twenty head ol
stock, besides spa-
cious hay loft and
corn cribs, three
large tobacco barns;
ihree good tenant -
houses, fine well and
cistern, large or-
chard, vineyard,
plenty of stock water,
etc: The: price-will
he named upon ap-
plication at this office.
Now is the time to
see what the land will
produce. Telephon(
127 or call at office.
18111111181•51111
H.C.Hollins
THE PADUCA.FI EVENIWG SUN.
 emeremetemateememet
GEO. ADE'S FABLES'SPIRITED AWAY IN
BROAD DAYLIGHT
The Town Lover; or, How the
Lady-Killer Blew Up
In the Stretch.
(Copyright. 130?. 190.1., by
Russell.]
the June Bridee dropped out, a new
crop, fresh from the Boardlag-Schools.
same in to till the Vaeauciee.
Yee/. after Year the Ladies* Idol con-
nutted his heart-breaking Career. not
beeause be wished to be Cruel, but be-
cause he couldn't help being so all-tired
Robert Ho veyrd Entrancing.
There never was a time when heThere
once nvod could have put a Tag on any Duleasea
without putting a Slight on the entire
Yemale Conimusaity; se he Waited.
In feet, he overdid the Waitiag Act.
About the time-that he outgrew-nis
Hair and began to looik a little piiffy
around the
Eyes, the
L umty-
'rum *lite
caught the
A t bletle
Fever. The
Rea) Bily
I u Suselety
was the
hueky Fel-
low who
had play-
id on a
College
Elavow
and who
Owned u
String of
Polo Po-
nies.
Little
IV ii bit r,
the has-been Midge. found that he
could drift into a In-awing-I:tittle nit/l-
out causing the faintest Ripple.
Now thet he was becoming Bald aml
Shelf-Wortt, no one eared to use him as
a Pet
Ile was lucky If he gut a few kind
Words from twine rioter!). Putrouewe
As fpr the (Idle etto coVV:It41 a Million
Dollars apiece, they couldn't sea him
with a Spy-Glass.
So he became tisat pethetic Figure.
the pla)etl-ont Beau-the exit:est Vol-
cano In the laudaeape of Gayety. Ile
tried to butt In, from Foree of Habit,
but he had the lee Pitcher handed to
hint so erten that tit last he got wise
to hInt.melr and reeling' that he be-
Waged a the Teo Shelf
a
The Pocket-edition Society Boy can
take liberties that %%mild cause the
Footer to be murdered and thrown
tete the [Liver.
Willour mat( the busiest little Insect
that UN4,1- buzz( d. bud his Work bad a
Mahogany Finish. He could put In
an Afternoon with five or six bottle-
yard Nettles and niake every one of
them think that she was the High
Card.
Ilk Den Was richly decorated with
Trophies of the Chase, and. the Past-
titan beeame lop-sided from delivering
hie Malt.
There IS it Theme as la-lag toe
pepular. and that was what ailed Wil-
lem lie was being palsied around ell
the v. bile end 'looter !eel time te (levee-
litmettif ti nny imelettlar teiteete`and.
lesides. he ilidn't meet very neuty that
aere Pert 1. Ile fluttered front
Flower to Flower, am.I he d'al mot have
the Heart to lie up with any moo of the
Bunch and make her his Steady. le-
eaese he knew that the others would
pine away or else renounce the World
and enter a tort. eta.
One Reason why Wilbur had sneh a
stems/ Pull with the Buds watt that he
never permitted hi( Work to Interfere
nil!, his ses•ial Iiiit ese. They etuld put
him on the lit see; ̀time and
Iseoklit fer ney Sled (of a Stuut from
ii I.171i• hoson ti a Tourney. He
kept his Evening 1 helms tit the Office,
and he (ould reseend to • Inuner !net-
tatien like a Fireman going to a Fire.
He never sideetepped a chance to eat,
One of his prize Specialties was to
play sympathetic companien to the
Woman whose Husband belongs to a
Club. Ile rfiltivated the antique Hens
who make
out the In-
vitation
Lists, iii-
liii t
wit 3
lour ...es
ly led 11
G e r in a II
andd I s-
tributed
the Favors
w he alet
Smart Set
pelted off
a 4
Although
he was on
Salary, he
0 in ish o w
'e'en t riv 5' (1
to hold up
his End. Fdrtunately, his Board did
not cost bim anythtng, and he squared
all of his Society Obligations by mnk-
ing Party Calls instead of sending
eetnerlenn Ileantles.
Inasmuch as all of the real Teesies
were more or less crazy  about Wilbur,
R seemed a lead-pipe Certainty that he
would land an Mentions who would take
him to Palm Reach on a Wedding
Tour and then pay his Tailor Bills for
all time. However, so tnany were on
his Trail that -not one of them hadet
chance to monopolize him. Just when
Hortense would get him off Into a Cor-
ner to tell litm that she loved Bite
at a prom-
inent Itall-
tvay Jame-
,thap a Ri-
c-al Swell
known us
lilt u r.
II e w
n!tat or"
might 'en;1
a Half
I' o r t ion.
T It a t 14.
be was u
tittle ally
Ott- -weiga1.
JUlt WItal
be Witte,
in 4voi:
(Moots - he
ede up lu Nerve. He was u II
imbe. who could get away
eel-thing. For luaraDee. lie (ewei
in a Lady's Lap for au Hoar at at
Titue without startiug arty Settudsl.
and yet If at full-grown Mau tried to
hold this Fame Lady's Hand for a
couple of :Minutes. Just to- be eoelable,
the would tell around that she- bad
been Insulted.
Iii epeakiee of Wilbur the Siirle usti
Illy said that he Was Cute. or else
feet too Canning for any use. The
!len said %emboli's Thltiee about Idle,
set whet thee- sell! dile% not coeit.
stiller the head of Sunday Reading.
Every Debutante wanted to wear
him on her Chateteine, but must of
the Men were plotting to drop a litUe
Pruesle Acid Into his Ito-cream Sskla,
For 1401I11. Reason or other the gabby
young Squab 'alto Is a Ten-Strike. with
the Dolly llreye never stands very
Ace with the Poker-Playent.
When a man has put souse blonde
Esmeralda eip on a Pedestal a wilt-
high 'and is silently waiting for the did what every Man door. viz..
Day sbeu he will know her p-ell the best he (-an. He booked up wigh a
tkugh _LQ _eareleffale _MEW lillesALte jas.ss semi, _4‘460.44,0eass-ag ssaes sta.
ever the Nick of the Chair. it makes the Dark, and although a It""ele of claims were trumped upelm hop-Eyed to see some 110-1qund Money eame with her, be eareed.all
which he was eleired in the courtsItabidt ssith an immortal Rind ebase that he tea.
up to theI :oldest( and give het the atoll A I.: Ile who nails the First One at Little Hoek; these consfaerations
0,11y-1:itchy Ititainets under the. eltio seldom makes a Mistake, lead to the belief that his abdnetlou
it'd cell her 'Pa !s'- a as the work of tspecial agents of the
government although no new charges
have been formally lodged against
the young man.
"Let him have what money be
needs. lie is as good as gold." was
the message seat to the Simmons
Hardware company by Ham Williams
president of the Williams Hardware
company, leading concern of Hot
Springs, after Chltwood had applied
to the former firm for money to pay
his fare home.
Chitwood is at present 6 employed
by Mr. Williams, who believes thenext ozonized air was blown direct
through the bung 
hole. In 
cases
Yt:tecCharargatn. 
larva:re:1st aexaly ininsnt ohceimnt 
"1
believe him to be a victim of perse-
cution and ectispiratcy." said his em-
ployer. and I expect to stand by him.
Chitwood charged on the stand in
the feel( ral court at Little Rock that
a certain poatollice inspector and an-
other postal official had sought to
force him to swear to a lie in order
to convict former Assistant Postmas-
ter Sam McConnell of serious charges
The cares against MeConnell failed.
although he was ousted from his po-
sition. Chit wood wits cleared of
eight of nine eharges -against him in
the lower United States supreme
court, while the one conviction was
revereed In the appellate court.
When the federal grand jury con-
vene dagaln still another'eharge was
placed against him, that of perjury,
which still hangs over Slime'
Former Postoflice Clerk Hand-
cuffed in St. Louis.
Employer litellesees lie Is Victini 1.f
mot of Three tioscrt JJJJJ
Inspectors.
'a
ItisMANCE OF OFFICIAL LIFE.
WILBUR'S MAII..
giriXISLI CLOTHES ALWAYS
READY.
01,0NE .1.14 .% STEILILIZEIL
New allethed of Purifying Illesimell-
ing Beer Kegs.
Ozone was recently employed for
the purpose of sterilising and clean-
ing ill-smelting and putrid beer kegs.
The process employed is of consider-
able interest, and is as follows:
Whcn the casks and other reset,:
tacles were not too much soiled they
were first washed and eteitmed. and
where the kegs were - much soiled
and illeanelliag and the interior
showeid nillneTOUS .micro-organtsms,
they were partly filled with water
and ozonized air was introduced
through the water by means of a
tubt:i'llen in a very foul state the (tasks
were first chemically 'cleaned with
sodium hypochlorite or magnesium
hypochlorite solution: sometimes the
thlorire was freed by adding a small
quantity of acid, the kegs were
dosed and shaken vigorously: next
they were treated with ozonized
water tintil the, last traces of chlorine
were removed. In this manner very
foul and ill-smelling caska were ren-
dered perfectly sweet and free -from
mold and bacteria.
Exhaustive quantitative tests 'with
tuteet-by the author with the wood of
the interior of the kegs revealed that
.cithe number of bacteria which were
Innumerable -before the AishifecUon,
had doeroased to but a few after a
half hour's" treatment. The exeeri-
menter tested the behavior of ozone
to yeasts and bacteria and found that
bacteria are more sensitive ao this
Isinfectaut than the yeasts.—Phila-
delight& Record.
01(1 Time Itelgatien Works.
There is nothing new under the
sun. It has been &wee-tired that lei--
gat:on tweaks exleted long before Co-
lumbus discovered America. An in-
vestigation by the Geological Survey
has brought-to light the ruins Of au
aeciant canal, tWealy feet below thee
present_ surface, constructe(1 in pre-
histinie times, and in order tct pre-
vent the scorching .elimate from
dr:aking.up the water info:. it could
he dIstribute-d jaier the fields the
(-anal had ht-en lined with some kind
of cement which hss withstood the
e:ements for centaries. Today, in
the same coentry in the rlcinity of,
Phoenix alone, there are More thau
five htindred pities. et canale, and
tilt-beat and More tlIA fi00,000 AfrOS
of cult4ated fields, producing cereals
and graeses of every kind, and even
lite Springs, Ai is, Aug. 22.—Kid-
nutted in broad da)light on a public
thoroughfare of Hot Springs, bundled
into a waiting cab, handcuffed, drug-
ged apd spirited away to St. Louis,
there to make a thrilling escape from
his mysterious captors by leaping
from a swiftly nwelug train. were
4the melodramatic experiences of Bet-
tis Chitwood, a former government
employe, who disappeared from here
Sunday afternoon. No solution of the
insstery WRS had until a message ar-
rived from St. Louis today telling of
the appearance there of a auspicious
looking person wearing handcuffs,
who said he had been drugged in Hot
Springs, Ark., by two unknown men
and evil after drinking something in
a cabs with them he, had lost con-
scioustiesa until he awakened In a
Pullman berth, and that he had
Jumped from the fast train to eleamo
a fate which he could not Imagine.
The feet that three postofilce in-
spectors who had registel:ed at the
Great Northern. hotel disappeared
simultaneously with Chitwood,- and
that the young man had been involv-
ed in a'series of difficulties with
them: That he has made on the wit-
ness stand sensational charges
against certain ingpectors and offi-
cials of the local portoffice, and that
he has been indicted by the federal
gram! Ttiry Wffie chaii•geei ii/hierbrs
and of
Eyes, Beryl
tetwol.lalUd cositterne :lulu" nlVilblitil. ii
-op
al plVdil"'s fcit :ultir). as we'a
gin to stroke his rislr; and then Clarice as *necessity. But the secret of , the
would come up and pin Violets on
him. ,
A Selling-Plater can keep after one
Girl and filially hoind her into making
a Promise, bttt the Hooey Boy ham to
usually bad about 47 Names in, hie
nate-nook.
- Be Sete! Ma Mleek sheers!, letter' e trn • .1 al, • , ' 1 11+:1- 11110) Cid:— — - .. '..-- 11 1 abr hi al -Cr irifilliht. . •
aeclent canal builders Who construct-
ed their ditch ee so as to save the
last drop pf water still remains ens\
solve& —Utica Prem.
lks awfully bard for a roman. to
locileve the nice things she tells other
About 48 re.jt, of "all. the
crimes colarmitted is the work of
•
•
•
"Hew Both (be Little filmy Bee"—
swess._
Tomniy-Wot's the good o' tellin' me
the Imes Is earryln"onej• 'owe/ This
one ysern't. Boo-boo! 'E was carryin'
twist:mi. I kneels-I've serallered it.-
Pirk-Me-Up.
Terrible Thought.
Chun-Ms-It Is estimated that the
sun will I!)e able to eupp:y the pres-
ent amount of heat for another 
(100,A00 years.
GC:them—And after that I shud-
der at the thoughts of our coal bills."
--Yonkers Statesmen.
Hotel Guest (Who h-as found sever-
al hairs in the butter)—"Look here.
waiter, must one order bald butter
--Bon Vivant. •
MIND DERANGED
BY COMIC CARDS
Cause Attributed for Suicide
of Paul C. Barth.
liall ilecoott• Devimentieul Sint.. I mill
Exposurt. of tit; Hell
Metlesis.
STORY OF H18 LIFE'S ENDINe
Louisville, Aug' 22. -In a fit ef
despondency termer Mayor Paul C
Berth shot himself in the headiu the
toilet room, adjoining hie office at
the Utica Lime company, 421 Main
street, and, died twenty-five minutes
later.
The report of the plaice and the
subsequent falling of the body ap-
prieed Stenographer Frank Satam-
nettle of the tragedy. He screamed,
to clerks In the main office and Wal-
lace B. Magni and Ai thur Livings-
ton hurried to the rear and into the
toilet room, where they found if
body of their employer, the bloeti
streaming from the wound. They
tarried him into the office and blIIII-
nioned Dr. Andrew Sargent.
Wallet Through Brain,
The bullet from a thirty-two cali-
ber Stnith & Wesson revolver, struck
him just over the tip of the right egr
and plowed Its way through his
brain. The revolver, a brand new
one and of the largest Pattern, con-
tained six loaded cartridges, while
six others were found in the pockets
of the dead man. But one shot was
tired, and the pistol was found in Mr.
Bartle's lap. The body was in a
sitting posture.
Coroner Ellie Duncan, who was
dining at the Tavern club: was hur-
riedly summoned, amid after viewing
NadraiirdFred Irfemoved • fit-IT"
undertaking rooms of J. J. Bare
& Sons, to be prepared for burial
Mr. Barth'a wife was buried by It
Hama Undertaking company, a..
Mr. Barth is said to have expressed
a wieh to have them offirlate at I-
funeral.
Had Been Despondent.
Sishce the publieation of tee story
of the horse purchased by former
City Buyer Bishop for the use of
Mayor Barth. and which Mr. Barth
said he later decided to buy because
of his attachment for the animal, up-
on which transactions his friends say
a wrong construction was put, Mr
Barth had been morose aud despond-
ent. His friends rallied to him a:
attentettd to cheer him hut to
avail. He continued to brood over
the affair until his friends insist that
he became mentally deranged.
Fooled With Conde Post Cards.
It was learned this afternoon that
for the past several days Mr. Barth's
mail has been flooded with comic
post cards from all sections of the
country containing the picture of a
horse and such expressions as "A
horse on you." These post cards and
the numerous references made to the
orse which he recently purchased
from the city are believed to have
(attributed to his despondency which
resulted in his suicide.
"Of Stich ie the Kingdom."
We tan longer believe in the cheru-
bim consumers floating amid the
cloud spaces and lingering unproduct-
ive harps.
_ Solid AtneriC'en horse sense will
have _none of- Bach stuff. Not , only
does it know better than to daily
with the nonsense of gliffering the
rising generation to rust in profitless
Way. but it can also readily and
without stretching matter:, justify its
line national industry of canning
childhood.
The. breaker boys whose fingers
redden the anthracite, the /Wants of
the glasi, infernos- and the babes of
the cotton tells can sall give card:
and 'spades to the molly-coddles dl
the harp strings. Medieval art, born
in an _age unblessed by humming
factories and juicy figures of pros-
perity, Mot be held responsible for
peopling the fancies of the senti-
mental. with parasitic angels.
If reformers had common' sense
they would cease bidding us tease a
generous Providence by inonkeyins
with the present admirable arrange-
ment of matters industrial They an-
overmuch enitielefed With /he affairs
of this planet, anyway. Let them
give Some thought to the conditions
In the after-life,
Thus far our surmises as to the
other world have sifted down thtough
Inept religious visionaries. What w(
nee! 15 sound word on this subject
hem a practie.al mind. Only practi
• rat personn unsierstand. what_
prosperity Means and there tutptt he
Rua price forit.
-1111Kr aliOttitifi Tate -to elow- ttb
We have several good driving horses for sale at feasortable prices and
will guarantee thorn as represented. Call and set' them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOPPOIRATED
limy end handing kre. Feurti Sheet end Kentucky Avenue.
FOR IkENTI
ISeveral desirable offices androoms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAMFRMAN NATIONAL BANK
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all hinds of hauling.
TEL EllIONF 499
- - - - -
ease that what the dreamers Call the; Tao tramps appeared together be-
:wheels of fate and the loom of des- (ere a In:tale-Hear.
tiny are nothing more than typleal "Where do you ilver ht. :talked tle
AlutPl-ican enterprises on A coStnie first.
scale. And surely for such a job 1 -1 haven't any horns.," he replied.
"And you?" to the other.
tranefigured ninnies. "I live" in the same house as he
does," he replied.---Nos Loiters.A truce to agitation. Child labor
Is fulfilling a divine purpose. Train
up at child In the way he should toll 1)nantos have been enceessfulle
and when he Is dead he will make and eronuntisall3 driven by gas en-
good.-1.1 I:-,--
trained hands are needed and not.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.. 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plant. installed.
Complete machinc shop.
1320.134 IN. Fourth tI Phonies. 787
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
wineeM11111111111ffillffine 
W . Pazton. R Rndy, P Puryear
President. Cash:eq. Assistant Citable-
CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK
Incerporat•d
;ill Mull se- • • ol•T dr•-• • aalla • • a • .4. • • •aaill 5100.000
Surplus '  •  4r., • • • -• • • • • obtlf • 50,000
firockhoiders il•bility •  a of • • .• • • • • we.. • 100,000
Total seesuity to depositors 0250,000
AccOunta of individuals and firms solicited. We appres late
mime as well as large depositor* and accord to MI the 011olia
coarteesui treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPIELN, SATURDAY RIGHTS PROM 7 TO 8 ',CLOCK.
Third and Broadway
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depcnd on their sale by having
ii green stamp on the neck of the
bottlt. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times
Arid
Jack Beam
Is nine summers old. The gov-
ment stamp will so indicate.
e
4 •
S
4
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'HIE PADUCAH EVKNING SUS FACT'
LARK'S
KIDNEY
• GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one ten
101.11 cues any ordinary case of Kid-
sey or bladder trouble. Removes
aravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissioas. Weak and Lame Back,
ithentnatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
Men and women. Sold at 60 multi
per box 'in the no cure no pay basis
by McPherson's Ding store, Fourth
and tir midway, sole agent for Padu-
lab, or sent by mall upon receipt of
price by Lark liedicies Co, Louis-
ville. Eir
'FOUND A NAIL IN HIS SKULL.
ilervIvor of Many Falls HAN NO
- Chance Now.
A remarkable discovery, says thn
Brooklyn Eagle. was made by the
Inirgeone of Williamsburg hosnital
while they were operating on the
ekull of William V. Albright, who fell
from the elevated structure being
erected across the Brooklyn plaza of
the Wiltialnsturg bridge. The sur-
geon came across a hard substance
embedded in the skull and a closer
•• exannination disclosed it to be the
need of a nail. It proved to be a
sail fully three inches long, 'which
had penetrated the brain.
The associatks of Albright say h..
has had a remarkable career since he
became an iron worker. lie has had
- several 30 and Ce feet falls, and one
S7 foot fan from a Nevi Liverpool
bridge, One time he fell 100 feet
from a bridge in Pennsylyania into
the water and was nearly drowned
_ before hauled Ailuere_
F THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
.31•1111•116 GA. By CLURLES KLEIN.
Story of American Life Novelized From the Play 6,
ARTHUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT, 1906. BY G. W. :DILLINGHAM C OM P ART.
(Continued from last issue.)
"Hello, Shirley," he cried gayly.
"Who would bate expected to dud yea
rusticating on a ben, b here? I pictured
you grinding away at home doing ilt-
tintry stunts for the governor." lie
grinned and then added: "Come for a
drive. I want to talk to you."
Shirley demurred. No; she could not
spare the time. Yet, she *bought to
herself, why was not this a good op-
portunity to explain to Jeffersou how
imamate to find her in his father's li-
brary usanguerading uuder another
name and also to use him to Bemire the
letters for her? While site pondered
Jefferson insisted, and a few minutes
later she found herself sitting beetide
him in tbe cab. They started off at a
leisk pace, Shirley sitting with her
head back, enjoying the strong breeze
ceusea by the rapid motion.
"Now tell in.'," he said. "what dome
It all mean? - 1 was so startled at see-
ing you in the library the other day
that I almost betrayed you. How- dM
you come to eall,on father?"
Briefly Shirley explained everything.
She told hint how Mr. Ryder had writ-
ten to her asking her to call apd see
him and bow she had eagerly seized at
this last straw in the hope of helping
her father. She told him about the let-
ters. explaining how neeeissary they
were for her father's defense and how
she had discovered them. Mr. Ryder.
she said, had 'seemed to take a fancy
to her and bail asked her to remain in
the house as his gueetaittile she was
eteepiling his biography, and she. had,
accepted the offer not so mach for the
amount of money Invoined as for the,
splendid opportunity it afforded her to
resin pomession og the letters.
"So that is the mysterious work yos
spoke of, eo Let letteasr
. "Yes; that is my mission. It was it
secret I couldn't tell you. I ectuldn't-
tell any one. Only Judge Stott knows.
He is aware I have found -themand is
hourly expecting to receive them from
nee And now," she said, "I want your
help."
His only answer was to grasp Better
the hand she had lalti hi his. She
knew that title would not have to ex-
Wain the nature of the service she
Wanted. He mulerstood.
"Where are the letters?" he demand-
ed.
• "In the left hand drawer of your fa-
ther's desk," she answered.
Lie was silent for a few moments,
and then ho said simply:
"I will get them."
The cab by tills time bad got as far
es Claremont, and from the bill sum-
mit they had a splendid view of the
broad sweep of the nunestie Hudson
and the towering walls of the blue
palisades. The day was so -beantlful
and the air an Invigorating that Jeffer-
son suggested a ramble along the
banks of the river. They could leave
the cab at Clermont and drive back
tp the city later. Shirley was too
grateful to him for his promise of co-
operetien to make any further onpose
lion, and 'boon they were fur away
from beaten highways, down on the
banks of the historic, stream, picking
flowers pad laughing merrily Like two
truant children bent on n self made
holidny. The place they had reached
was just outside the northern bound-
srles of rintlem, a sylvan spot still un-
spoiled by the rude invasion of theniat-
house builder. The land, thickly wood-
ed, sloped down sharply to the wa-
ter, and the perfect quiet was broken
only by the washing of the tiny surf
aglInst- the river hank and the shrill
notes of the birds in the trees.
Although It was late in October, the
lay was warm, and Shirley anon tired
of climbing over heetrane entangled
mother. - The rich grass underfoot
looked cool and inviting, and the net-
oral Mope of the ground nffording an
Ideal resting -pittee she oat there, with
Jefferson stretched onj at her feet, both
watching idly the dancing waters of
the breed- Hudson. spit n gird with
eleame-el-light, as they swept swiftly
by on their journey to the sea.
"I suppose you that ridiculous
"Shirley," said Jeff, suddenly.
dory about my alleged engagement to
Miss Roberts. I hope 'emu understood
that it WRR dode without my errnile
'If I did not mums it, Jeff." she an-
swered: "your steetirance would be sot.
fl -lent. }needier," she added, "whet
right have I to object?"
"Rut I want you to hare the right,"
he replied earnestly. "I'm 40bur to
stop this Roberts nonsense In a way
my father hardlysentrelpates. I'm just
waiting a chance to talk to hint. lB
shew him the absurdity of announcing
me engaged to a girl who Is almut to
elope With his pierrite 'secretary!"
-Elope with the secretary:" exclaim-
d Shirley.
Jefferson told all about the letter he
and found on the staircase and the
Hon. Fitzroy Burley's plans for a run•
away marnage with the senator's
wealthy daughter.
"It's a godsend to me," he said glee
fully. "Their plan is to get married
rext aredneeday. I'll see may father on
Tureelay. I'll put the evidence In his
hands, and I don't think," he added
grimly, "bell bother me any more
about allsot Roberts."
"So You're teat going away now?"
said Shirley, smiling down at him.
lie sat up nut] leaned over toward
her.
can't, Shirley. I simply can't." he
replied, his nalewtreinbling. "You tire
more to me teas I dreamed a wonme
could over be. I realise it more ford
• WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
• Have you negieeted your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
Ilium and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in loin,, side, back, groins and
i ill 411 
. 
bladder? Hate you ti flabby ap-
pearance of the fare especially tinier
the eyes? If so, WIile:um' Kidney
Pills will cure you—at Druggists.
Price 50c.
Williams, Mfg: -Co., Props., Cleve-
land. 0.
• Use Sun want anal. for results.
BAD BLOOD
0
"I bad Prenble with my Miami@ oh irk made mySlaws intimeri. ny fsee wow covered will pimples
which no external remedy could retwnre. I tried
frar cam/trete and trent was my joy when Umtapirs Atittwposnad after • month's sotesdy it...hare • leonamended them b. all my rriorul• sodtrine stew hay' found relief."
C. J. Pamela, XV Part Ave.. New York Clay, N. Y.
best For
The Bowels
Pleasant. Pailatabln. Potent. Taste flood. 90 flood.
Inver h.,ken. oak 411 or firme. NM. 2.'. II.'. Never
Mid to bitli, l'hn renalue tablet .tamped C CC.
tinaran teed to eare Or your ralor-r baot
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. fisie
AINISAL SALE, TES MILLION BOXES
PAW *ha WOW11.11
Om B.s M for unnatura
to I to & ism dbarbsrass.tollaimmatwar
uoo-ou mn.l Irril-Lons ny eiceratior •
'roman Feeteals• Painter, sad set =
101 a sii,neni Of re a nova mom
FFresteltletestai erne ur palominos
101113111hi.. I Ibelid by fbragiriews.
r ...A. , mat Iw Wale weepy.,
• express. Nepal& le
. e or' r. Ites la. -11,
Oak Dale Hotel
Brookport,
Nits $1 a Oat berthing I
Mt I. I. Latium fristiatass.
SVANSVILLE PADIJOAH AND
CAIRO LINN.
lvaaavills aad Padateol Packets.
lItecrecrated)
,(Da.tiy Except Sunday.)
Stetmers Joe Fowler and Jobn S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way :endings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in en
feet from Paducah to Evansville ay
return, $4.10. Elegant music on the
boat Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
Leavaa Pao ace& for Celro and Ira/
landInge at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Dow in effert from Fadueah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table us.
Purl/awed.
For further information apply be
ir. TowItor. General Pass. 1gent, or
Divan Fowler. City Pass. Agent, si
Fowler-Cruezbaugh 4 Co't saes
Polk phew,. bia IL
lily every day. There 111 DO OR*. fight'
lug against it. Without you my work,
my life, means nothing."
Shirley sherk her head and averted',
her eyes.
"Don't let us speak of that, Jeff."
she pleaded gently., "1 teal you I did
not belong to myself while my father
was lu peril."
"But a most speak of it." he inn's.
rnpted. "Shirley, you do yourself an
Injustice as well as me. You are not
bedilferent to nie-el feel that. Then
why ruble this barrier betweeu us?"
A soft light stole into-the girl's eyes.
Ah, It was good to feel there was some
oue to whom she was everything in the
world!
"Don't ask me to betray my trust.
Jeff," sbe faltered. 'Atm knew I tun
not indifferent to you-far Irani It.
But I"-
He mune closer until his face nearly
touclud here.
"I line you-I want you," he mur-
mured feverishly. "Give ate the right
to claim you before all the world as my
future wife!'
Every note of his rich, manly voice,
vibrating with hupeturtue pausent
sounded in Shirley's ear like a soft
caress. She closed her eyes. X strange
feeling of languor was stealing mer
her; a mysterious thrill reseed through
ter whole tardy. The eternal,
bIe sex instinct was disturbing for the
brat tam a woman whoa' life had
been singularly free from such influ
owes, putting to Meht all the calmer%
Buns and resolres her cooler judgment
Intel wade. The sensuous charm of the
elace-the instate manish of the wilier.
the singing of the Itinhe the fragrance
of the trees anti grass--all thene Sy al-
lapla of the joy of Pre cow-Tired to
amuse the love burner of the woman,
IT'S OUR WORK
to properly, tux:Witten and
promptly till prescriptions, We
use the grratest care in is doing
and our pretcription department
methods are designed to this
end after inuett study and ex-
perience.
The qUelity of our drugs and
clienheale is of the very highest
and their freshness and effect-
iveness the best. We appreciate
the importance of even the
smallest details and guard
against any imperfections.
Bring is Your Prescriptions.
McPHERSON'S
Drug-Store.
She opened her eyes. Ills face Was
bent close over hers. Their Ups almost
touched.
"Yes, Jefferson," she murmured, "I
de love you!"
His lips met hers in a long, passion-
ate kiss. lier eyes closed, jiud an
ecstatic thrill seemed to convulse her
eutire being. The birds in the trees
overhead snug in more joyful chorus
lu celebration of the betrothal.
(To be continued in next issue.)
ROUND TOP III
DENIZEN WAS TOcl YOUNG Full
THE TRAFFIC,
SIM' Was Kell( iii lichee! of Reform
(?) Until elle Attained Her
Legit' alajordy.
Beulah Sralletnran, a girl said tO
happiness like other women? She ml
a emceed duty to perform, it send truce
imt W0t1111 It tx• less well done heceure
she declined to stifle the cultural letet-
tags ot her womanbood? Both her soul
and her body called out. "Let this man
time you; give yourself to hint; he Is
worthy of your love."
lImtlt emmitirelensly she listenel to
his ardent wising. her eyes shut, ne he
spoke quickly, pasehmately, tile breath
warm upon her cheek:
"abide'. r erne you all the devotion
a man eats give a woman. Say the one
word that eeli make nte the happiest
or the most wretched of men. Yes or
no! Only think well before you wreck
"Nay you will be ray wife!"
my life. I love you-I Mee you! I will
wait for you Mimed be until the crack
of doom, nay-sity you will be my
wife!"
Pot' the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing th t we now have Denatured
for our trade. It Is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, hut for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the moat
econprnical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of its
offensive odor, Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist bandit
Both Phones 756.
15014 pt and bottle; Se rebate
11.1; for bottle. worse
25c I pt. and bottle; 10e rebate
for bottle.
3bc 2 pt. and bottle: 10c -rebate
for bottle.
S. H. WINSTEAD
Promal Service as lalopliwa Orders.
Seventh andifiroadway.
CUBANS CARELESS
OF SANITATION
18 Years' Success Isdorsed by Business Men. Incemoreted. $300,000.00 Capital
_ /
.457/„2:ja 29 Colleges in IV jno. F. Drauchot, rrcs.
Safe Reliable ittinTILUM
PRACTICAL BUSINESS WARM
Lama as ik Up-te-Dab Dusinas Schools
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
Doni Care ‘1'hether Yellow FREE "MAIL 
tecOrinirt slaatirnirle,iness English, or MustratIng Yit.EL by N %
shorthand,     Pea • : ettpteinUEPewrlabtrisioesill sineUllelige C°U, %C7".:.(1"airtell.
t
Fever Breaks out. 
moosolp. Armament-, Telegraphy, Tenter IrLIP and sena iets notice
IiiitSII4L UM. **chime:at Drawing, hugs-reaper) to Draughon's ento
FREE
4 "AH111101111 Allowed to Atemmulate
eau Nut lie Eradicated 'nth.
irar.
went of the conditions, and urged
the governor to take every step that
prudenee and experience should
suggest to eradreate the disease. Gov-
ernor Magoon complied by sending
today's report.
The report says there are three
cases in town exclusive of soldiers.
'Twelve soldiers contracted the dis-
tone, and three of them died All
solditire contracted the disease in
horipita1.-7. capes have appeared In
soldiers' quarters.-
The report adds: "_Probably a case
of yellow fever, so mild as to be un-
recognizable, was admitted to the
Private hospital and stegornyia in
hospital became infected and after-
ward got through then screen Into
quarters occupied by scndiere' hospi-
tal, Infected mementoes might ham..
remained dormant during cool weath-
er, In winter months, and became ac-
tive when warm weather returned
and escaped detection.
Cubans Iadifferest.
"The Cubans are indifferent to this
disease, and it is difficult to induce
or compel native physicians to take
the time and trouble to distinguish
yellow fever from other fevers and
make report thereon.
"If we accept the mosquito doc-
trine, we most relieve the local civil
officials from responsibility, except
for failure to secure reports of all
cases of fever on increased tempera-
tures, for- it is a practical Impossi-
bility to - eliminate the Megomyla
from Cienfuegos until the comple-
tion of the waterworks, sewers, pave-
ment, complete &gunge of the city
and dIscontInuanee_df use of water
containers.
"After yellow fever made Its ap-
pearance in the hospital at Cienfue-
gos it was found -that the jar used to
old water run through the filter
in the main halleof the hospital con-
tained stegomyia larvae-7"
Impnivemente Delayed.
- After detailing measures to invest-
igate and designed to remer the
Situation. Gov. Magoon says he hopes
the slimatien will permit immediate
construetton of the Cannfuegos water
works and sewers, now held up by
the -Reilly contract controversy. He
adds: "I am pressing the plains
Works department to complete p1;;
for water and sewer systems. mid
hope to get worn started in ten or
fifteen cities within the next few
months.
"Outside Cienfuegos there are
three cases, two in Matanzas and e
in Aliumanes, near Matanzas. TI'
remnInder of the island is free front
the disease. The situation calls-for
prompt and vigorous attention- and
will reeelve it, but is much better
than It was last fall at ihis time and
I hope will not occasion eontinued
alarm. The military authorities of
the United States and all branches
of the Cuban government are no-op-
erating heartily and fully,"
old:h. hait,n
residing at the "Round Top" house
near Sixth and Flournemstreets, was
ordered taken to the state reforma-
tory yesterday afternoon by County
Judge R. T. Lightfoot. Patrolmen
Aaron Hurley was appointed a com-
mittee to take the child there. The
girl is a daighter of the late Robert
eimallman, who was killed by Henry
Temple at Maxon Stills several years
ago. Her mother was left with few
resources, and came to Paducah.
Lust winter the Charity club helped
the couple for several morrths until
the mother was forced to go to River-
gide huspital by illness. The girl
lived with women of questionable
character.
•
* lir na ne in in * na * no
ee European Parcels Post. es
69 na 4n * 4!
Arthur Perry Brink, of Chicago,
returned to London today after a
tour of the-continent, convinced that
the American government could con-
duct a parcels po t eystem with 1/41 im-
mense benefit to e American peo-
ple. "Of course,"/ e said to the
Daily News correspondent this morn-
ing, "the express companies, now
making millions, would lose heavily,
hut the nation would make a corre-
sponding saving. Furthermore, In
um opinion. the, service would be
even quicker and more efficient than
it is at present;
"Throughout Europe I saw the
parcels post in active and satisfac-
tory operation. At 'all the railway
stations there were in waiting par-
cels post wagons and carts, and the
parcels were handled ,. with greet
rapidity. I also saw them vehicles at
almost every-- turn in - the streets.
Those in charge were &Inertly dressed
and moved as-If they understood
value of-tinier. Every kind of • par-
cel is carried. Including valises, suit
cases and stearne- trunks. ,
"I left my !Timmy belt under the
mattrewa of a hotel in Hamburg. The
belt had $200 in it, and I telegraphed
back from Berlin for R.` The next
morning the belt reached me by regia
tered parcels post. Although I had
asked the proprietor of the hotel to
give the finder $5 if the money was
recovered, not a cent had been taken
out. He had prepaid the postage
himself and explained In a letter that
he had green nothing to the -chant-
beremaid because she had violated her
!Instructions by failing to lift the mat-
tress, under which the proprietor
himself had found the belt just after
I had left, It is needless to say that
I could not permit such virtue to go
unrewartied."--Chicago Daily News,
' 1
"Mal" "Yes, dearest; what is it?" 
PALnet_ 1 1 baby sletereat the
grocery?" "Of course not, Whatever
put such an idea in youir head "."It
Rays on the geoeery wagon, 'Families
supplied.' -Judge.
Senator Glucose says that his hon
ester has nnirer been queetioued.
That's right. He declined to an-
1.00.0swer by advice of .his Counsel.-- ! OR lifOBEY REFUNDED.
Droolttn Basle. tons to HA weight every three years. ..iirmimmuminimmimmi _
GOVERNOR al.ttl(NSN'S MEPORT.
Washington, Aug. 22.—The war
department today made Public a long
cabbel report from Gov. Magoon, of
Cuba, which startled the medical of-
!ken, showing, as it does, that in
take short nperiod eine,. the withdrawal
of the American government of inter-
vention and the reassumption of the
American government by the Cuban
army of pacification, there had been
a woeful neglect of sanitary prevau-
eons and an altnost complete disre-
gard -of the treaty obligations under
which the Penne government was
Placed to keep the island clean and
healthful, so that it should no longer
to, a source of danger and infeetien
to the United States and other come-
trice.
The governor's report also dis-
closes the fact that the fever in the,
last outbreak has not been confined
to the hospital eorpx men, but has
extended -to other soldiers. He also
indicates that the Mil- sanitary condi-
tions cannot be cured 'this year, in
spite of the mast vigorous efforts OD
the part of the American authorities,
in which It appears they received lit-
tle support from the native Cuban
physicians.
Secretary Taft Alarmed.
licfore he left washington Secre-
tary Taft became seriously eohcereed
for the safety of the American troops
.0111.  Ina in ratsu 
PADUCAH, at I ilito.VIAVAli;
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis.
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  narnaniteersiet in reeirreee. with little ITI•
illiMaTt wan term Tor ern' riran ki et in ranks:of the occurrence of yellow fever at
leme III ills eross-exant.natHn ii From I i 1, frerson countyCienfuegos. He cabled to Governor
round inm tO tre most exasperating. IlLome r, %Is:tenons. enMagoon a request for- a full state-1
'couldn't pin him down to any defin.tenaern y h:: greatly
adnes-Ion. Fore over two hours I ia- un - il's. a t.,1 fa] are also
bared with hint, and realised that I eiaughtering theft, it: seif-defense,
was gilitirg no ground. To all my •
questions, with the face of a graver,'
Vie& Typewriter,image he enuld reply, 'I really can ti
Lourenz Kromer, of Vlenna-.- has in-say,' or 'I don't remember,' or frartn-1
itented a "music typewriter." With
iy, 'I don't know.' the aid of tiit8 instrument the fee
"Family I lost my temper, 'Ymt, poser may proditee a typewn•
don't seem to know anything.' I elcoecooll without the trtetbie of
claimed. 'You can't answer a siminnItile eharnsters hr heed. All
question. Now perhaps you can an-
swer this: What Is your occupattun?'
I t wallet in a bureau of
hits to do is to place B. at the
piano and tail,' r.e. tie
tIve fate Ms Every stroke town
keys is registered in regular mu,information,' ihe replied, solemnly.
wound upon 'a_drum. The maebiart
was „p 'characters upon a paper te. ."Then I realised whit I
!operates through a system of electric
ann gave him up as a hope, -
'contacts with the pieno keys, The
less ease."—New York Times,
registering apparel's, whet retreat-
city In Wise oil Blackbirds. hies an online ry ty 'rewriter In size,
Mote.: Vernon, Ill. Aug. 22.—Re-1may, lin- order to remove discordant
'tentless warfare has .lomn declared by Isounds, be placed at a dr-tenet. from
citizens of Mount Vernon agn4st the 
the plena, even, In an edit-ening room.
ROGERS LIVERWORT
thousands of blackbirds which air:'
TAR AND GANCHALAGUA
ly flock into the city and roost in
A:1,11.,eme:sissuiconiettecemetu.;est ttittnilanotelle
shade trees until they have be_
';.4._'''._ _  esm-. 1 his blending il i C. naumptioe. Lt•erwast.
such a nuisance that the
lini0ayTor iii: {gained an e.tisbbsbed remit/mon so. elsetiardTar and Wind Caterer hove for see* mats.
°ugh Remedy Ti contains no "mom or herrn-
ts: drag ran he riven with satety to children.Price 01.00. 34,11 by Ake). at List.
METROPOLIS,ri.L. Williams MT, Co.. Props- Cleirelsail. 0.
NEW STATE
Ti, A. Bailey, Prop.
lieweet anti held hotel in the city
RAG'S $2.00. Two large sampl.
0 0nas. Bath rooms. Electric Lights
the only centrally located Hotel It
Ise city,
43ONIMERC1AL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
_ Louisville. Ky. npecial ex-
cursion Sept tuber :;rd, 190n.
Train Tea-ves Paducah n::it) a.
m., -returning leaves Louis-
villenReptember 5th, 5 p. m.
hound trip $2.50;
Madisonville, Ky. Account
Kentucky Sunday School as-
sociation. Dates of sale Au-
gust 26, 27. 25, final limit Au-
gust :Met, Round trip $3.45.
"1/0 MI II' Ilk
155'Ttiat mach
• - •
r
,
It makes one ner•
meat ?•' asked the
I economist.
HENRI MARMIEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND —
KENTUCKY.
gook Binding, Hank Work. Le1511
and Lowary Work • specialty.
4T1-1-.01 le tell TENN leASEE
RIVER -PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
my.
STFAIIii CL91
beavee Paducah fur Tennessee River
Every W.Anesday at 4 p. in,
k. W. ............Master
ET-LIENE ItoltiNSON Clerk
This company is not respell:thin
for invoice charges unless (-relived by
the clerk of the boat
Special excursion rates from Pada-
wh to Waterloo. Fare for the round
Tip $5.00 . Leave. Paduesit every
v‘elleeei,t• at • n in
KILL THE COUCH
0140 CURE THE LUNGS
-wilni,Dr. King's -
Net'Discovery FORocsao,
OLDSateolltFAND ALL THROATAto tiZrR0UIfrThe meteorites which hurl them-
selves at thJs sphere Itdd about
LontsvIlie, Ky.—Special ex-
effrsion, August 27. Good re-
ierning August 29. Round
trill $2.50, - "Train loaves
Paducah 12: 45 le In., return-
Ate leaver, Lottisvilt- p. me,
Jamestown, Va.'— Expos4
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75, t'oaeh
excursions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 (lays.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Proadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffice
R. M. PRATIIFR.,
Agent-Union Depot GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
inhume.
THE PADITCATI EVENING SUN
CALL IS MADE FOR
IMMIGRATION ASS'N
Secretary Coons Outlines the
Plant' of Convention.
Committee% Named Hy A.iftOclatiOn
Look After Nteelling of line
Pnrchaee.
WHAT Is NOW ACCOMPLISHED
The Western Kentucky Immigra-
tion and Good Roade association will
hold its second annual convention on
September 26 and 27 in Paducah.
Our first convention way held last
October and 447al,elegatee were in at-
let:Mance (rem various parts of Jaek-
son's Purcbase.
In view of the fact that we have
di in vast; Ited tele_ leasItielitet. if. ibis
immigration movement by having al-
ready located a substantiat number of
desirable families in this vicinity, we
hove this year that universal interest
will be shown in the work we are
trying to do. In bringing in from
abroad a desirable e:alia of German
immigrants, to settle on the vacant
;ands and fill up the waste place*
throughout the counties embraced In
western Kentucky.
Every _termer and business-man In
western Kentucky should be interest-
ed lu this movement, as he will cer-
tainly be benefitted by the results.
It Is not the purpose of the immi-
gration association to bring in cheap
labor to effect local labor One as or
the other. Our efforts; are directed
to securing only these who de-ire to
locate on fermi and have money Nut-
feeent tu make a substatutiai statt .n
A WORD IN SEASON.
Young lieperut tui a stager weever): "lVtieu this i over, were guile to Way tratitie."
CLEW DISCOVERED
('Hit .4) P4)1.14.11 WoRKING ON
late: VI MAIL HOIIHER1 .
Al Lincoln Say It Was %fa Quarter
Milbon Dellaae,.--omate, knew,
Nothing.
('hicago, Aug. 22.-The local po-
llee are working ha a clew In connec-
tion with the mail rubbery of $260,-
4101) Sundey tight on the Burlingtoe
this work. The results we have oh- railread.
tamed so far have been along these A bulk pa; Isa;ze wAs rattled to Chi.
lines, and we have located only Ger- (Ago from a point near Denver ehort-
man famEtthr of meanie *ix or eight ly after the -robbery. The police have
- amelee -from -Patfentiter -wheew thvv
J 
etrahritain ïó •Whareir It Weis
have purchased. ground for farneng addressed bend say he Is such a person
and truck gardening. They have as would be choeen as an Intermede
brought frcat abroad several thou- ary for thirvie.
sand dollars in money, which they
have invested in homes. It be the
perporte of the areeciation to carry
on this work in every county in
Jackson's purehase, and, while the
eo-operation we have received thus
far has been. amited almost entirely
to local interest, we ttcpe, by our
eonventein and persistent efforts to
bring all the people to tree that this
.Men Bellew to Talk.
1,:nroln, Neb., Aug. 22. -Accord-
ing to the railway postal Akers here
the amount of money stolen from the
postal car on -the Burlington last
Thursday night was not 42'et,o00, as
at first rumored, or anything like
that sum, but the authorities refuse
et stay juet what the amount is. Thatwork Is in the right direction and ettot money disappeeeed at or near
evesaually_enilet the hearty co-opera-10xford, Neb . is not denied. Theeon of those who desire impreved package: were en !mute teem Denverconditions In wentern Kenturey In
farming and, buelness interests -
The question of good toads and
interurban lines will he eonselered at
the convention and If the busimese
people will forget their butsIness
cares for two days and attend tnie
convention and show their interest In
these problems, gr?at geed will re-
eat to wean KettlUckv.
Yours very Int:),
WESTERN KENTUCKY IMMIGRA
T1ON ASSOCIATION.
U. W. COONS. Sece..
The committees are:
in Omaha, Chicago and Denver denyArrangements -S. A. Fowlem.
any robbery tok place. the postofficechairman: Harry L. Meyer, Jake
aalaa officials acknowledge that the regle-Wallerstein, J. A. Rudy. t n
,tered pouches have ben etreen. EveryWeille. R. H. Noble D. J. Mulianey,
inspector and secret sesteggemee inZack Cockrell.
the west ia working on the cast.Pittance-W. L. Bow chairman:
E. B. Johnson, L. %V Hann.-berpre,
Harry Hank, J. S. Wrecker, Ed K.
Bonds, C. K. Larnone, Felix 'Roger.
Good Roads-K. B. Johnson, chair-
man: R. H. Noble, T. W Luttrell, W
L. Yancey, 0.-- W. Raw:eaten. Capt
Ed Farley. W. H. Velts, M. B. Tapp.
Entertainment - Wallace Well,
_chairmau: George C. Thompson, W. Cairo
"Bradshaw, C. K. Nab-est:sue Fred Chattanooga
Schaffer. .1. L. Friedman, J. P. Smith, Cincinnati  
to Cheerio; ana their disappearance
was fir.t noticed when the 'lain left
Oxford.
It is denied that there was a trans-
fer of malls from line uar to another
at flitforJ.
No Clete at omelet.
Omaha, Nebau Aug. lee-Absolute-
ly no clew bas yet bron obtained to
the perpetrators of the $20.0110 mall
sack -robbery on the Burlington tato
mall between Omaha and Denver. A:-
though Burlington railtoed officials
RIVER NEWS 
IL_ A. Fetter-e V. II. Chamblee
Heedito Federal cultist. -
Ed Scott and Jeanie Clark. , col-
er Slag,".
  4.0 
10,9
  7.3Evangel:le
Florence-enflaming.
Johneonville-miseing.
Lou ISVi:10 
ored, were held over to the feclera4 Mt. Carmel 
grand jury by lenited States Commis- Nashville
sioner W. A. Gardner, for pareeng a
$1 bill which had been raised to $5.
The case was worked up by Petrel- Mt. Vernon  6.5
men C:ark and Shelby, the former Paducah   8.3
learning that the woman was imp-
voted: and succeeding in sweating a Yesterday Attorney Lewis N. Cole-
confession out ef her. A. J. Donella, man, representing Lewis Blackwell,
0.4 rise
0.6 rise
0.7 rise
0-4- (all
of Louisville, the United States secret
wive* officer, was here to assist in
the prosecution. autdereturned.home
last night. Scott and the Clark woe
man were unable to give a Cele bond
and went to jail.
Rural Routes in Kentucky.
Washington, Aug. 22.--Official fig-
ures sliest that there were 669 rural
delivery routes In operation in Ken-
tucky on August 1,_ and 23 petitions
for new routes 'tendert; before the
department. T-venty routes have
been discoutinued-,--The total- teem-
ber of petitions referred was 1,276
and 56'2 adverse reports bud been
suede.
"I'm going to Mattcleet tie wedding
tonight " "Been married ten years,
has she " "No; she's to be marrte,:
to her tenth besband."-Judge.'
Use Bun muss acts. for results.
Pittsburg ....
St. bouts 
.....
..... e.7
111 :1
4.1 II 1 He-.
3 X to 1 fae
7.1 . . stet
0.1 fa::
(e.2 fall
0,9 fall
..
atiminlierator of the estate of Van
Blackwell, his son, filed e suit in cir-
cuit count for Moot) against the
Terme:tee.. River Navigation company
and the Chattanooga Packet company
says the Chattanooga Times. The
comp'sainant in the case is a negro,
hut according to the statements neele
HAVE TItisa-S-Uat
SENT TO VOU
ON YOUR VACATION. .
MAILKD FOR 250
A MONTH.
-El-tatee -faeher *emitted etie ee-get
result of bicycle accident, and was
obliged to stay in bed.
"Mother," said his little daughter
by Mr. Coleman to a Times reporter
the suit eta develop into rather Sen-
sational charges against some menu-
ben of the crew of the steanaer Jobe
A. elatea, that may eventually result
in the arrest of dome oue on the
charge of murder.
Mr. (7o.lemen stated that his deP'..-
ration in the salt will be that Van
Blackwell, while employed on tie
Mtn A. Patten as a deck hand, was
struck alai keled last January by
some member of the crew and el,
body thrown into the river near Guy-
tersville, Ala. Whether or not the
body was ever found is not learned,
butt Mr. Coeman further stett-d Hee
from lex liter:gigot:en of the matte!
It appears le be a carbnien practice
among those In charge of the d' 'k
hands on the flyer steamers to etrikt
members/0f the crew whenever they
believed thr detk hand deserved it.
----111cmetImes." -he Continued. "the
negro is kilied. Whenever this is the
case, his body is thrown into the
river end that Is the last heard of the
matter."
The suit at present is purely a civil
Case for danitges, but, if the farts
brought ote e, the damage suit prove
to be as exte (-eel it et not at all un-
likely that a (Pse of murder will be
mace out ag:Onst POMO one.
This morteng the river was on a
stand with the gauge at the 5.3 mark
Weather cloudy and plenty of freight
Moving. •
Traub:e with musters kept the
Clyde beee until this morning. Hew
ters declined to work and the officers
had •to start out after ethers, and a
was this morning at 8:30 o'clock be-
fore the boat pulled out. This was
one of the biggest trips the steamer
has ever had. Freight was every-
where on the deck, and the passenger
cabin was tilled with pleaeure parties
for the round trip.
The Kenturky is due to arrive to.
morrow morning from the Tennessee
river.
The Chattaneoga Is at Joppa un-
loading freight. .She will return
here Or s i•vi•nng and receive freight
all day t.o,(7'!',:w for the Tennessee
14vThr.e J. H. Ft:chardson Will run an
excursion to Met ropolis tomorrow
The Riehardaon has dates for a week
ahead.
The Pevonta has arrived from the
Tensestee river with a to of awe.
The John S. Watkins was the Ev-
aneville packet today, and plenty of
freight was here for the packet.
The Bel) Dudley left on time yes-
terday for the Cumberland river. She
was let into the river yeaLerday after-
noon and loft last evening with a
good trip.
Etnersone show •boateeleft this
morning for the- upper Ohio river:-
The Leda is etill on thee ways- re-
eels-Rig repairs, and it will be until
the first of next week before she Is
placed into the river.
Two barges from Mount Vernon
are on the dry docks receiving gen-
eral overhauling. -
The Fannie Wallace was busy
around the wharf this meriting doing
4harbor work.
Official Forecaste.
The Ohio at Evaneville and Mt.
Vernon. will continue falling dusting
the next 12 to 36 hours. then rii.o
slowly. At Paduvah, will -contieue
falling during the met 36 hours. At
Cairo, not much change during the
next 24 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, not much change during
the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi, from below St.
Louis to Cairo, will continue rising
slowly ;luring the seed 12 to 36 hours.
I c.aeve.eeeereeteseeeteereeeeeeekeeeee.eereaeaaere year was 9;053,647 snort tons,' with
KENTUCKY LEADS
HER SISTER STATE
Tennessee Coal Proilnetiou
" Does Not ConiPare•
AU Washington Interested in Niue-
Foot tleteuel for Ohio iltiter's
Letigtle
WIRELESS SISTEM FOR ARMY.
M 11 REIM.
6
,Mayfleld, Ky., .Aug. 22.-- Alleging
that Dr. W. W. Senter had not prop-
erly treated the seven-year-old son of
Mrs. Martha Ballard in his 'trotter-
slime' gractice, he is now made de-
fendant in a suit in circuit court for
$20,000.
The style of the action is William
Jennings Bryan Ballard, by his next
best friend C  W, . N.Bright, against .
W. Stetter.
The petition avers -that in 'Au-
guet, 11105, the said Bryan Ballard
fell from a wagon by which the left
arm was fractured and broken be-
tween the Irist and elbow and Dr.
Sentereteettecaleed, tueettenet the infant
by Martha Ballard, mother of the lie
fare." "And on account of defend-
ant failing to give proper attention
and use a reasonattle or ordinary
amount of skill and care in attend-
ing the case and injuries, said in-
funt's left arm and hand are now and
have been sines such treatment, stiff,
twisted, drawn, disfigured anti de-,
?Washington, Aug. 22.-Compara-tive figures on the production of coal t
in Kentucky and Tennessee during
the calendar year 1906 sbow that the
Blue Grass state. mined something
uver three million short tons more
than her sister state, but this Is
nothing against the latter common-
wealtbeeas Kentuckeetesoeienegeludia
'region Is approximately 113,980
square miles as contrasted with else
4.400 square nilles in Tennessee.
Kentucky's total preeltsetion for the
a spot value of $9,549,918, showing
an increase over the output for the
.previous year of 1,221,124 tons and
a monetary increase ,sif $1,424,706.
The value of the 6,259,275 toua of
coal produced by Tennessaa in 1906
eves V4667,415, an increase of. 295,-
s79 tops in weight and $569,865 in
value over the output for 1995, The
coal mining operations in Tennessee
gave employment to 11,451 men dur-
ing the yeeir for an average of 229
days each, while 15,272 miners found
employment in the Blue Gram coal
&ride for an average of 212 days
cleft. The getalogical survey reports,
that the number of mining machines
Increased nalerially in tsoth states
during the year, but the total amount
of maehine-mlned coat was scaroely
sufficient to affect, the stillstlf4._al
effielency.
Nine Foot Chemise).
Muuti interest is felt here in the
reneeed efforts of the people of the
Ohio valley to secure the endorse-
ment of the board of reviews of the
engineer cone to the project for a
nine-font channel In the Ohio from
formed and permanently disables Pittsburg to Cairo. The far-reach-
member from performing manual la- ing effect of such a waterway on
her and deprived of use " freight rates is appreciated in Wash-
Stanfield Hrs., are the attorneys ington. and the determined efforts of
for the plaintiff, the communities and cities more or
less directly coneerned hgve won ap-
Mies Iva Bailey, of Coldwater, died plause. Notwithaateateling the. fact
Taesulay morning after an illness of that Washington is in go, genie a
king_trouble She was the daughter commercial city, nowhere is the vital
of Mr. Jim Bailey, and was, 19 years necessity for widespread betterment
o4 age. She 'was a brigk: young wo- work along these lines more fully
man and had many friends in the i realized. The national rivers and
county who will be pained to learn harbors congress, which for six
of her death. The funeral took place years has been working for the im-
Wedneeday. provement of the nation's rivers and
harbors as a whole, has many aevo-Paul Henson, the 12-year-old son cates here, and therefore Washing-at J. P. Henson, of Boaz, was seri-
ously injured Sunday night by being
thrown front a buggy against a wire
fence. A gash was cut in his throat
I tonlans wax enthuslartie whenever
any scheme of betterment work is ali-t
vaneed. They are especially tinter-
,ested in the Ohio valley project, forwhich required nine stitches to close the reason that it is vital to theseem-up. Drs. Craig and Thompson were
sumIlloneci to attend hint and dress
the wound,
mercial interests of fully one-half of
:the United States and will revolu-
tionize the freight train,. of Pitts-- 
burg and of the entire Ohio and BM-The fiscal court met in called sea- sissippi valleys, It even Is contend-mon at the cove house. Juulessrs. W. ed that it will materially affect theWebb and H. Crossland and 'freight rates of the vast teglon fromCounty Attorney Joe Weaks present-:the Atlantic coast to the trans-Mis-ed to the court an order stating that :sissippl states, as well as of the en-the court, when it made tate levy last tire south. At the present time theOctober. erred to the extent of the:eateenat rivers and harbors cetigresaamount of the levy over 50 cents on is- exhausting every effort to recruitthe one hbndred dollars worth of la greater membership, so that it mayproperty and al e° in the levy of the he assured of success In Its comingpoll tax fee road purposes., The or-:eampaign Celt the sixtieth congressder further. stated that the levy_ for
general purpoees was 38 centiron the eropriations.
for continued revers and harboneap-
1100 and the poor fund 4 'cents on
the $fiet. The court ordered that
15 cents be taken off fund for gen-
Wireletes in Warfare.
Both the army and navy, it is un-eral purposes, and 2 cents be taken derstood, have begun activities look-
off the poor fund and that the poll ing to the complete equipment oftax for road purposes be taken off their respective branches of the s-
and that the sheriff be credited with vice with wireless telegraphthe amount and ordered to pay back eratus at as early a date as pot•t‘ii
such amounts to persons who have so that in the event of war they nt,
already paid their taxes for the year. not be handicapped by the effects ofThis leaves the levy within the con- isuch a strike as is now embarrassing
stitutional elessen- the whole country. It is said plat
ger. the war department will at onceiake
"GENE:14.11," FRY DEAD.
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News Prom the
SKIRT SALE
IF you were at the skirt sale todayyou fully realized that every word
of what we ad'Vertised was true, and
if you obtained a skirt we are doubly
sure you are well pleased. All around
you could hear people expressing
themselves that its' the most beautiful
assortment of skirts they ever saw,
and so very reasonable. Yes, they
are reasonable, for we could get at
least one-fourth more for them than
we are asking, but we want the peo-
ple to share with us; we don't want
it all. •
_you thought -coming-
down today and did not get here,
why, don't put it off again tomorrow,'
for you will be the loser.
,/
. \ 4-z
To Make Things
- 0 ' 'V , --- Lrvely Friday we are going
'. to put on two more specials.
We are going to offer you a lot of Eton
Jacketiiand short coat Jackets in white
linen; they are worth up to 12 50; all
in one lot, Friday
for. 98c
N:oe to wear during cool evenings.
Also a lot of Wrappers, madh of good
material, nicely trimmed, light or dark,
98cfor about the cost ofmaking
DRY 000D-9 &
TAW STORZ
49, Me CAPI.J0
C A liP61"..9
"The Store for You."
elittissuraf&re'14131.00 09911tiligaets.2001""1
Why Thirteen le Unlucky.
it is usually stated that the super-
stitious objection to sitting th:rteen
at a table is Christian countries wss
based on the fact of the last romper,
when Christ and his twelve disciples
sat down to eat together, immediate-
ly after the Saviour was seized by
ftis enemies.
But, In the Norse mythelogy which
is supposed to antedate the introduc-
tion of Christianity among the
Northmen, we find the 'superstition
referred to the fact that at a ban-
quet of the gods, Loki, the spirit of
mischief, intruded „himself, limiting
thirtcn at the table, wherefore there
was a fight and Beerlour, a penult
hero especially loved by all the gods,
was killed. For the fact is the ob-
jection to this number seems to have
existed even -before Christianity.
Among the Turks the number is so
disliked and feared that it is never
named; with. the Aztecs, the abori-
gine% of Mexico it was believed to
have magic power and a like fancy
has been found. at other tribes.
Among the-ignorant blacks of-the
south the fear of this number In tine
connection is actually absurd, but
whether they have borrowed this
Idea fehm their imperfect knowledge
of Christianity or whether it k
steps to establish a chain of wireless
stations across the United States.
from New York to San Francisco, so!
Man M_Ia‘mril,:;:dpii:‘,e,41":.,,eyf. eekaa'a that Ihdepenflent communication canl
quickly be established between those
two points, Further than this, I/St. Louis, Aug. • 221.-"General"
Lewis Cass Fry is dead at Brice, Mo.
Fie acquired the title of "General
Fry" in 1894 'When he led 3,800 men,
comprising the Pacific coast division
of feetey's army, from San Francisco
to Washington. , His widow and
daughter survive hint.
Hook- "Mr. atur Ara. Squablal0
don't seeneto get along very well to-
w o.Ny .-Teey hove only them-was embroidering a pair of slip-
selves to blame." Ho lc "Well, 1ppm for lee birthday, "are they going
guess they do Rea- Phleadatiesha.0 cut off trapaettleg " .
"Good' gracious no, chili. west 1--.= et or(
wake* you ask Mich a tatestien'a' . 1
Theestmagety be misktier.than tho.
. 
"Because then 1,4ld only 
for convenience in storingbavelewoel, all right. but the ink ee I folds IIP
I
to Weak eee a*PPwa. "-Nee beialaa. à  tajareoti- often fades too quickly. Laway. . I
equipment bureau" of the .navy we,
push the equipment of all naval yes-
affrIS with the apparatus, making pos-
sible quick and steady "relayed"
messages from Washington to the fat-
east In case of emergency.' Stearetary
Taft this week granted permission to
lIbis-Trilted Fault company of BostonReestablish a private wireless. station
at San Antonio, Cuba, to complete a
system whieh it is constructing for
communication with Its fruit plant-
lions in Central America. '
- OW of the neweet tlOoldittlr eo n v en -
lejma is a joiatarg elpelae‘prep lVlin.'4
till . „e Voodoo •Iiip or
their ancestors it Is impossible to
,say, for the eupereCtion has a strong
:hold evereeleaze, even, among those
eho should know better than to be
swayed .t. In Italy. it Is never
used In making up the niunbers of
the favorite lotteries, and in Pares
it is omitted in numbering the houaes
ou ti,, streets.-The Housekeeper.
-Making It Kato- for Them.
A Chicago man le-tette\ sent out
as wedding preaents to a bride and
groom of- whom he thought a great
deal, two chairs that were exactly
alike. A lady who haul attended the
wedding met hint a few days later
and delicately' asked him why be had
sent two chairs. If he had put all
his money one (-heir he might have
made hii present appear magnificent,
whereas neither of the chairs he hat:
purchased was especially impressive.
. "1 realize thee" he said, "but I
wanted to fix it so that the division
of the spoils might be simplified
when they got their divorce."---Chi-
cage Herald.
Father (Impressively1-"Consider
our numerous captains of industry
and keep In mind that *early all waaV
t tie_si h I teets ref their, own -fort rinT.--s •
Son--"Stire! But Sou don't see any
of them exhibiting blue-pullets of the
details of. construction."--Pucke
The Everdng ene-tee. weele.
One Hundred
NEW LINEN SUITS
Just in at=
$3.48
For Choice
$3.48
For Choice
Linen Snits, box coatsestra full skirts with folds, a few blues,
but most of them at* white. Some of them are a little
soiled and tubbing would help_ them before they are worn.
These snits are wort-114R to ITO, but, as they were bought very
cheap from a large factory in New York to close out, we will
offer theta for sale Friday and Saturday,.
choice
Sale Opens FridafMorning at 9:30 O'clock,
317. Broadway
a
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